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Abstract

Optimal challenge occurs when an individual perceives the challenge of the task to be

equaled or matched by his or her own skill level (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990). The purpose

of this study was to test the impact of the OPTIMAL model on physical education

students' motivation and perceptions of optimal challenge across four games categories

(i. e. target, batting/fielding, net/wall, invasion). Enjoyment, competence, student goal

orientation and activity level were examined in relation to the OPTIMAL model. A total

of 22 (17 M; 5 F) students and their parents provided informed consent to take part in the

study and were taught four OPTIMAL lessons and four non-OPTIMAL lessons ranging

across the four different games categories by their own teacher. All students completed

the Task and Ego in Sport Questionnaire (TEOSQ; Duda & Whitehead, 1998), the

Intrinsic Motivation Inventory (IMI; McAuley, Duncan, & Tanmien, 1987) and the

Children's Perception of Optimal Challenge Instrument (CPOCI; Mandigo, 2001).

Sixteen students (two each lesson) were observed by using the System for Observing

Fitness Instruction Time tool (SOFTT; McKenzie, 2002). As well, they participated in a

structured interview which took place after each lesson was completed. Quantitative

results concluded that no overall significant difference was found in motivational

outcomes when comparing OPTIMAL and non-OPTIMAL lessons. However, when the

lessons were broken down into games categories, significant differences emerged. Levels

of perceived competence were found to be higher in non-OPTIMAL batting/fielding

lessons compared to OPTIMAL lessons, whereas levels of enjoyment and perceived

competence were found to be higher in OPTIMAL invasion lessons in comparison to

non-OPTIMAL invasion lessons. Qualitative results revealed significance in feehngs of





skill/challenge balance, enjoyment and competence in the OPTIMAL lessons. Moreover,

a significance of practically twice the active movement time percentage was found in

OPTIMAL lessons in comparison to non-OPTIMAL lessons.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In 2001, the World Health Organization reported that 1.9 million deaths per year

were directly associated with physical inactivity (World Health Organization, 2002).

With this in mind, inactive lifestyles are also being linked to the ever growing rate of

some cancers, cardiovascular disease, and diabetes (World Health Organization, 2002). It

can further be said that inactive lifestyles have also resulted in considerable economic

strain. In Canada, it is estimated that 5.3 billion dollars was spent in 2001 to treat

illnesses and injuries related to physical inactivity (Katzmarzyk & Janzen, 2004).

Concern has thus fueled researchers and educators to discover ways of reducing physical

inactivity in the future.

In the year 2000, fifty seven percent of Canadian children and youth between the

ages of five and seventeen were not active enough to sufficiently meet the International

guidelines for optimal growth and development standards (Craig, Cameron, Russell, &

Beaulieu, 2001). In Canada, thirty-three percent of boys and twenty-seven percent of girls

between the ages of seven to thirteen are considered overweight (Tremblay, Katzmarzyk,

& Willms, 2002). Although extremely shocking, these statistics paint a realistic portrait

of today's children. In a society bombarded with fast food, virtual sports, internet, and

around the clock entertainment, it is clear that we have neglected our own physical

activity needs and the physical activity needs of our children.

With this harsh reality in mind, numerous researchers are looking toward the

possibility of a future of active people. According to Wharry (2002), the Canadian

government is addressing concerns surrounding our ever-increasing inactive and
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overweight population. Researchers and health practitioners are now advocating for the

implementation of authentic interventions to help conquer this staggering epidemic (Ball

& McCargar, 2003; Spence & Lee, 2002; Wharry, 2002). New programs, models, and

interventions must be explored and tested not only for their relevancy and effectiveness,

but also for the level of enjoyment that they can bring to life.

In Ontario, curriculum policy documents for health and physical education have

been written to identify necessary outcome expectations to provide children with the

skills, knowledge, and attitudes to lead healthy, active lives. Adopting and implementing

such curriculum policies meets the recommendations of the Worid Health Organization

which declared that physical education in schools is the most important consideration in

the fight against physical inactivity (World Health Organization, 2000). Schools provide

safe and standardized learning environments that educate our children in topics our

society deems important (Pangrazi, 2001). Inactivity is a societal concern and it is our

responsibility to provide physically active environments that promote quality physical

education for our children.

According to Graham, Holt-Hale and Parker (2004), quality physical education

programs ensure that students are exposed to: (a) ample amounts of physical education

time; (b) appropriate class size; (c) sequential and developmental curriculum; (d) at least

50% of each lesson focused on vigorous activity; (e) plenty of practice opportunity; (f)

high rates of success; (g) realistic expectations (h) adequate equipment; and, (i) an

enjoyable and secure environment. Teachers who strive to promote quality physical

education programs not only place the learner at the centre of their educational teaching,

but also provide an environment that concentrates on all aspects of the child. This type of
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learner centered philosophy is called the "whole child" which focuses on the child's

physical (fundamental movement skills), cognitive (understanding of movement), and

affective (attitudes towards the movements) characteristics (Wall & Murray, 1994). By

ensuring that the needs and abilities of the "whole child" are taken into consideration,

schools become better prepared to create and implement authentic physical education

programs.

One might believe that the ability to connect the "whole child" to physical

education environments is easily attainable. However, the physical and cognitive domains

seem to overshadow the importance of the affective domain in physical education

learning environments. The affective domain was assumed to be covered as an automatic

result of the instruction of the other two domains (Hellison, 1985). Due to this

assumption, direct attachment to the affective domain as it relates to relevant experiences

is lacking. Understanding the source underiying student attitudes, as well as the

motivation towards physical education is essential in covering this specific domain of the

child. The question then lies with our educators. How can physical educators motivate

children to feel the intrinsic rewards of being active?

The intention underiying this thesis is to pay direct attention to the role that an

intervention focused on enhancing children's motivation has on the quality of children's

experiences within their physical education environment. Motivation can be described as

a driving force within that causes an individual to act in order to achieve a specific goal

(Biddle & Chatzisamtis, 1999). A child's motivation in physical education can be seen

through how he or she reacts to his/her environment. For instance, children may feel

motivated after they win a game; or rather children may feel motivated after they have
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successfully attempted a skill they have been practicing. These examples clarify the point

that motivation can be divided into at least two components, extrinsic and intrinsic

motivation. Biddle (1999) explains that to be extrinsically motivated means to be driven

towards a goal by some type of reward or fear of punishment. To be intrinsically

motivated means to be driven towards a goal for one's own sake, without reward or

punishment. Intrinsic motivation in physical education has been directly connected to

feelings of fun, enjoyment, competence, and autonomy (Biddle, 1999). Providing

learning environments that focus on these affective feelings may result in a better

cognitive understanding of the physical skills that are being performed by the learner.

For the purpose of this research, the rationale underiying this study was to create

an effective physical education environment and test a conceptual model built upon

intrinsic motivation. Moreover, the purpose of this research was to test the outcome of

the OPTIMAL model within the context of a Teaching Games for Understanding lesson

on physical education students' motivation and perceptions of optimal challenge across

the four games categories (i. e. target, net/wall, batting/fielding, invasion). Enjoyment,

competence, goal orientation, and activity levels were also examined in relation to the

OPTIMAL model.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

Teaching professionals and parents alike agree with the statement that "education

should be a process through which all students are able to reach their greatest potential"

(Kirchner & Fishbume, 1995, p. 4). It is vital that we teach our children to become

responsible, participating members of society inside our school classrooms (Kirchner &

Fishbume, 1995). In elementary settings, schools guide children at "ages where change

is most likely to occur" (Biddle, 1999, p. 6). From kindergarten to grade eight, major

physical, cognitive, and emotional changes occur, and even though these changes are

individualized, they happen around the same time within a certain age group (Wall &

Murray, 1994). Kirchner and Fishbume (1995) explain that because of these changes, all

children must be treated as individuals. Children need to be taught according to their own

ability level using a teaching style that will positively impact their learning. They also

suggest that teaching children in a gradual and systematic way will increase their

capability of sound decision making (Kirchner & Fishbume, 1995). Understanding the

impact that schools have on our children is reason enough to motivate teachers to provide

leaming environments based on philosophies that impact every child.

Humanism

Humanism is an educational philosophy that is centered on human interests or

values (Hellison, 1973). Humanism stresses the importance of one's dignity, worth, and

capacity for self-realization through reason and other human skills. Children come to

school "eager to leam, wanting to be active, needing to feel safe, and expecting to be
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treated with dignity and fairness" when humanistic approaches are used (AlHson &

Barrett, 2000, p. 3). These humanistic ideals are to be fulfilled in schools, in turn helping

mold confident adults of the future. Providing meaningful experiences for our children is

the responsibility of the teacher and the school community. A teacher's knowledge,

beliefs, values, and perceptions all impact what is being taught, and more importantly,

how it is being taught (Allison & Barrett, 2000). To truly impact every aspect of the child,

humanistic approaches that adopt learner centered pedagogy are effective.

The Whole Child

The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO)

has stated that students are multi-dimensional and have a right to full development of the

"whole child" (UNESCO, 1978). As educators, it is our responsibility to recognize the

domains that make up a child. With this in mind, it is equally important to discover and

implement the most effective teaching strategies necessary to suit the individual needs of

all learners. One learner-centered philosophy is the "whole child". The whole child

philosophy is based on the premise that the interplay amongst the three domains of

physical or moving, cognitive or thinking, and affective or feeling create the "whole

child" (Wall & Murray, 1994).

The physical or moving domain concentrates on the fundamental movements of

the child. Fundamental movements include locomotor skills such as running, balancing,

and dodging, as well as manipulative skills such as throwing, catching, and striking (Wall

& Murray, 1994). In terms of physical education, consideration of this domain challenges

teachers to focus on providing learning environments for students that incorporate

movement skill acquisition, physical activity, and fitness enhancement.
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The cognitive or thinking domain concentrates on the knowledge, understanding,

and thought processes of the child (Wall & Murray, 1994). Physical education teachers

must look beyond their immediate role of strengthening a child's physical skill level to

focusing on utilizing specific teaching techniques rooted in cognition (Espiritu, 1987).

Effective physical education teachers are those who consistently define and refine their

own teaching cues to enhance their students' movements and cognitive understandings

(Espiritu, 1987). Teachers need to create secure learning environments which allow

students to actively discover their own thought processes and apply new knowledge

appropriately.

The affective or feeling domain concentrates on the emotional aspects of the

child. These aspects include moods, attitudes, self-concept, motivation, and social

awareness (Wall & Murray, 1994). In terms of physical education, this domain prompts

teachers to focus on providing positive class environments that encourage learners to

focus on their individual needs, as well as social needs (Wall & Murray, 1994). Direct

connection to the affective domain as it relates to relevant experiences is lacking. It is

essential to understand the rationale and motivation behind students' participation in

physical education so that researchers and educators can discover how best to address the

affective domain of every child. '•

Physical Education: A Quality Program

A majority of physical education classes are taught using the humanistic teaching

philosophy and is one curricular subject that can meet the needs of the "whole child"

(Hellison, 1973). Societal concerns surrounding children's health and well being leads to

the positive promotion of physical education. These concerns have also provided a
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purpose for physical education in the learning environment. The United Nations (1978)

declared that "physical education...is a fundamental right for all, it is essential for the full

development of a child's personality" (p. 31). The growing importance of getting children

physically active has pushed educators to improve the quality of physical education. The

World Health Organization (2000) suggests that the goals of physical education should

lay the foundation for lifelong learning, develop and enhance the health and well being of

students, offer enjoyment, fun, and social interactions, and help to prevent or reduce

future health problems. As a result of these suggestions, curriculum guidelines have been

established to ensure high quality, and consistent physical education programs. Not only

do these guidelines encourage students to strive for physically fit bodies but they are also

intended to promote healthy and educated minds (Pangrazi, 2001).

The Ontario Health and Physical Education Curriculum (Ontario Ministry of

Education and Training, 1998) has declared four curriculum expectations that should be

included throughout the yearly physical education program. These expectations cover

each domain of the child, in turn increasing the opportunity to meet every child's

individual needs. These expectations include; (a) understanding of concepts; (b)

understanding of movement skills; (c) understanding active participation and (d)

communication of required knowledge (Ministry of Education and Training, 1998).

The impact of physical education on the affective or feeling domain of the child is

one area of importance in curriculum guides. Kirchner and Fishbume (1995) state that

physical education "must provide opportunities for all children to reap success every time

they are involved in a movement experience" (p. 4). They also continue to affirm that all

children should experience enjoyment and satisfaction every time they experience
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physical education. Through fundamental movements found in dance, games and

gymnastics, students have the opportunity to challenge themselves using different pieces

of equipment, express themselves through an array of movements on different levels, and

experience enjoyment while working alone or with others (Wall & Murray, 1994).

Therefore, it is essential to promote fundamental movements found in games, dance, and

gymnastics in order to provide a quality physical education program.

Games

Games are defined as "... activities confined by implicit rules in which there is a

contest between players in order to produce predictable outcomes" (Morris & Stiehl,

1999, p. 8). Games play has a dominant role in schools and thus, the inclusion of games

in physical education programs is not new (Lenel, 1969). Rather, games in physical

education were, and still are, used as an answer to society's need for leisure (Pangrazi,

2001). Games have held an important role in physical education as games are a natural

way to play (e. g.,. peek a boo) and develop one's capabilities through enjoyable activity

(e. g.,. ball games).

Today's current pedagogy in the teaching of games has changed in order to

provide not only the physical benefits of this type of play, but also the cognitive benefits

of understanding and the affective benefits of enjoyment. As a result, games continue to

fulfill a significant component of elementary physical education. Games are no longer

called upon to keep children busy, but rather have become a tool to maximize learning

and enjoyment (Gallahue & Donnelly, 2003). In agreement, Morris (1976) suggests that

games promote physical growth and development, promote the socialization process, and

aid in the development of motor skills.
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Unlike dance and gymnastics, the open and complex environment of most games

demands application of skill through the use of strategies and tactics for effective play.

Skills must be applicable to these specific game situations, rather than practised in

isolation. For example, the traditional practice of setting up pylons with the students

dribbling the ball around them is not effective skill application. For the game, students

need to practise their skills in activities that reflect game situations such as dribbling

around a defender. Moreover during these skill activities, students have the opportunity

to focus on using tactics and strategies leading to a deeper understanding of the structure

of games.

Games Structure

With the understanding that skilled games play is complex, demanding and

unpredictable, there is still a need to provide structure. Ellis (1983) recommends that

teachers break down a game into three components: skills, rules, and strategies so as to

promote; children's physical growth; socialization, and; development of motor skills.

The skills' component of the game structure includes locomotor (running, jumping, and

twisting), stability (static or dynamic), and manipulative (sending, receiving, retaining).

The rules' component of the game can be divided into the two categories of pre-playing

and playing rules. Pre-playing rules are responsible for setting up the physical

environment for the game. Examples include area of play, equipment used, number of

players, and duration of play. Playing rules control the behaviour of players with respect

to the skills that are being used, space, and scoring procedures. Such examples include

which rules are or are not allowed, player positions and formations, putting the object

into play, and scoring. The third component of the game structure focuses on the
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offensive and defensive tactics and strategies, whether it is an individual or team

participating. Strategies are planned plays that surround the game objectives before the

start of the game. Tactics are how to implement these strategies during the actual game.

With these three components in mind, Ellis' (1983) game structure is directly related to

the "whole child" philosophy therefore integrating a child's physical (playing the game),

cognitive (understanding of rules and tactics), and affective (enjoyment of the game)

domains into its structure.

Developmental Games

Many different types of games are available for teachers to play with their

physical education classes. Thus, it is important to distinguish appropriate games from

those that are less appropriate. Games that are designed to meet the needs of a specific

group of learners are identified as developmentally appropriate. Developmental games

combine the physical, cognitive and affective developmental characteristics into the

actual game structure of rules, skills and strategies. To be identified as developmentally

appropriate, researchers such as Belka (1994) and Allison and Barrett (2000) have created

criteria that provide guidance to educators on what to look for in a game. The criteria are

as follows: A developmental game should providefor maximum participation. This means

that every student participates in every aspect of the game. The game should include

many opportunities for students to be successful as well as enough equipment for

everyone to be able to play. A developmental game should also be safe. The movements

or equipment used in the game should not put a student in harms way, but rather

emphasize respect for the rules, equipment, and others playing the game. A

developmental game shouldfocus on skills and strategies considered 'good to learn '.
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Every game should have a reason to be played, not just to pass the time. Providing

students the opportunity to work on enhancing their movements as well as a better

understanding of their movements through the use of a game is essential. A

developmental game should meet the needs ofchildren with varying abilities. The use of

game modifications to meet the needs of the child either by making the game easier or

more challenging could increase their enjoyment. A developmental game should support

a developmental principle. Children's growth and development is the main key to game

appropriateness. Therefore, the game should include movements that developmentally

match their age. A developmental game should build on skills, concepts and strategies

learned previously. The game emphasizes the understanding of what was taught and

provides an environment for the students to engage in potentially higher levels of

thinking, cooperation and skill performance. A developmental game should use skills,

concepts and strategies to help children become better games players. Some games have

components that are easily transferable, therefore with the proper understanding of skills,

concepts and strategies, students should find it easier playing other games with the same

emphasis creating a more skillful game player. A developmental game should enhance

social and emotional status, including humane considerations of individuals and their

differing abilities. Providing game environments that emphasize the values of the

movement rather than the value of winning is necessary in this type of game.

By following the suggestion of the criteria of Belka (1994) and Allison and

Barrett (2000), students should understand why they are playing a particular game. In

addition to this, students should also be given the opportunity to explore other

movements or strategies in the game, therefore providing them with the opportunity to
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improve and become better game players.

Games Categories

In order to provide organization for the various developmental games that could

be played, the games categories were formed. The categorization of games was

established to provide a commonality between different types of games (Werner &

Almond, 1990). The common link used was the structure of the games found in the rules,

skills, and strategies. Games were grouped into four categories: target, batting/fielding,

net/wall, and invasion (Mauldon & Redfem, 1969).

In order to provide developmentally appropriate progression for students and

teachers alike, the game categories are placed in sequential order according to their

tactical level of complexity (Butler, 1997). Within each games category, there are many

common skills and tactical problems. Solutions to these problems are similar for many of

the games in the same games category. For example, in order to create space in

basketball, the use of cuts to the ball, as well as dodging and faking to get open are

essential. Therefore if students understand the reason why certain tactical solutions such

as creating space are needed in one game, this understanding can carry on to other games

within the same games category. -

. In target games, the goal is to use a high degree of accuracy in order to propel an

object to a target. Through these games, the students work on the basic fundamental skills

of sending away an object and the tactical goals of: (a) aim and accuracy and; (b)

protecting a target (Wall & Murray, 1994). Formal games such as darts, bowling, and

golf, are examples found in this category.
. *.

In batting/fielding games, the goal is to strike an object, usually a ball, so it avoids
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defenders in the field. Batting/fielding games work on the fundamental skills of throwing,

catching and striking. These types of games also focus on the tactical goals of accurately

hitting the ball; placing the ball away from the fielders, covering space; scoring runs;

avoiding getting out; and stopping run scoring (Wall & Murray, 1994). Games such as

baseball and cricket are examples of games found in this category.

In net/wall games the goal is for the participant to propel an object into space so

an opponent is unable to make a return. In net/wall games, the fundamental movement

skill is to strike an object whether it is with a body part or an implement. Tactical goals

such as; consistency; setting up for attack; and ready position are focused on (Wall &

Murray, 1994). Games such as volleyball, pickle-ball, and jai alai are examples found in

this category.

The goal of invasion games is to attack an opponent's territory in order to score

(Werner & Almond, 1990). Invasion games provide the opportunity for students to focus

of the fundamental skills of sending, receiving, retrieving, dodging and faking. Tactical

goals focus on; (a) creating space; (b) maintaining possession; (c) avoiding defence, (d)

regaining possession; (e) defending the goal; and (f) protecting space (Wall & Murray,

1994). Games such as basketball, soccer, rugby and field hockey are examples of games

found in this category.

By grouping games into similar categories students could be able to better focus

on rules, skills, tactics and strategies that are common among games within a particular

category. As educators, the opportunity to modify rules, skills, and utilize the movement

concepts is essential to help students develop the necessary skills (physical, cognitive,

and affective) to play any game within the games category. Thus, the learning experience
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interconnects the physical, social and emotional domains of the student

These key skills, tactical concepts and criteria for developmental games are

foundational in physical education for children to become better games players. To equip

teachers with the strategy to produce such game players and provide environments that

concentrate on the learner, a viable pedagogical context is needed. Teaching games for

understanding is one of the most effective pedagogical contexts for successful games

teaching.

The Teaching Gamesfor Understanding Approach: Pedagogical Context

As previously stated, the teaching of game skills applied to games play poses

numerous challenges. The educational environment should allow learners the time to

enhance their tactics, strategies and skills in an applicable games setting. Therefore, the

need to provide educators with the tools to create such an environment was the intention

of the Teaching Games for Understanding creators (Butler, Griffm, Lombardo & Nastasi,

2003). Teaching Games for Understanding (TGfU) is founded upon the tenets of

inclusive education, conceptual learning, games theory and growth and development

principles. Butler et al. (2003) highlight that 'Teaching Games for Understanding was

proposed as a shift from the development of techniques or content-based approach with

highly structured lessons to a more student-based approach which links tactics and skills

in game context" (p. 2). Hopper (1998) furthers this statement by suggesting that the use

of the technical approach to teaching games has dominated the way educators teach

physical education. Moreover, through this type of approach, students might not improve

in their physical skills enough to find enjoyment in games. Not providing an environment

that leads to enjoyment of games could lead to the missed opportunity of providing
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students a head start in developing a healthy lifestyle (Hopper, 1998). Sheppard and

Mandigo (2003) have suggested that a refocusing of this technical/tactical debate is the

next needed step. In other words, providing educators with a teaching tool that

encompasses the "whole child" with the inclusion of developmentally appropriate games

is a task worthy of research.

TGfU is a pedagogical context that incorporates each domain of the whole child

and is believed to increase the likelihood of intrinsic motivation (Holt, Strean, & Garcia

Bengoechea, 2002). First introduced in Lx)ughborough, England in the 1970s, the goal of

TGfU was to create an atmosphere of physical activity that encompasses effective

learning strategies for all types of students (Werner, Thorpe, & Bunker, 1996). It is

thought that a physically active atmosphere will empower students to engage using a

*hands-on' approach.

With the use of tactical problems and solutions as the foundation of games

teaching, students not only understand why they need to develop the skills used in the

game, but more importantly, when to use them effectively. The TGfU curriculum

model(see Figure 1) has been divided into 6 steps; (a) game form (students play modified

version of formal game); (b) game appreciation (understanding by students on how rules

give game shape-and how this influences techniques); (c) tactical awareness (students

develop understanding of important offensive and defensive principles); (d) decision

making; (recognize these principles and respect/respond); (e) skill execution (students

practice skills in a game context) and, (f) game performance (good place for feedback

from teacher as well as students as they play modified formal game) (Werner et al.,

1996). Through the use of this model, the teacher begins the lesson by playing a modified
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version of a formal game, and ends the lesson with students understanding how to use

effectively the tactics and skills. TGfU is meant to not only create better and more

knowledgeable game players as suggested by Belka (1994), but also to motivate learners

while participating in a variety of games. As a result, the TGfU pedagogical context

offers teachers an effective method of delivering game programs in physical education

classes that can meet the affective needs of students.

The majority of research based on TGfU is concentrated on the physical and

cognitive benefits, despite the proposed affective benefits of TGfU (Holt et al., 2002).

Specifically, research (Hopper, 2002) has focused on the technique perspective of skill

acquisition (physical domain) versus the tactical perspective of understanding game play

(cognitive domain). More importantly, research has focused on how to balance the

emphasis of content (physical domain) with the emphasis on the student (cognitive

domain) through TGfU. Therefore, it is essential to provide research that is based on the

affective domain of the whole child and its connection the TGfU.

Optimal Challenge

TGfU is learner-centered which begins by playing the game first. As a result, the

task needs to be optimally challenging. Optimal challenge occurs when an individual

perceives the challenge of the task to be equaled or matched by his or her own skill level

(Csikszentmihalyi, 1990). For the purposes of this study, the term 'challenge' is defined

as an individual's perception of difficulty, and the term 'skill' is defined as an individual's

perception of ability (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990). Challenges can be physically, mentally,

and technically evident in activities, sports, and games. It is an individual's assessment of

the challenges presented and whether his or her skill level can meet those challenges.
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How a student perceives his or her skill level is critical to the skill/challenge

balance. Csikszentmihalyi (1990) explains the necessity of acquiring the skill/challenge

balance throughout his research. When challenge is greater than skill, an individual may

feel overwhelmed and start to experience anxiety. If skill is greater than challenge, an

individual may become bored and distracted from the task and offer only minimal

involvement (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990). When people feel optimally challenged during a

task, an increase in pleasure and enjoyment is experienced, as well as the drive to further

personal development and participation. With the appropriate amount of skill and

challenge, any activity can be enjoyed (Reeve, 1996).

Theoretical Links to Optimal Challenge

Optimal challenge is a construct embedded within three theories of human

intrinsic motivation. The three theories of motivation are the Cognitive Evaluation

Theory (Deci & Ryan, 1985), the Theory of Optimal Experience (Csikszentmihalyi,

1990), and the Competence Motivation Theory (Harter, 1978a). Each of these theories

support that "humans have an intrinsic desire to seek out and participate in optimally

challenging activities that foster their self development" (Mandigo & Holt, 2002, p. 22).

In addition, all three theories suggest that when an individual is successful at an optimally

challenging activity, competence is increased.

The Cognitive Evaluation Theory (Deci & Ryan, 1985) is a subcategory of the

Self Determination Theory and is used to identify factors that might improve or weaken

intrinsic motivation. Deci and Ryan (1985) believe that every person has a need to feel

competent, as well as optimally challenged in their environment (Vallerand & Menard,

1984). With this in mind, feelings of competence and optimal challenge play a major role
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in students feeling intrinsically motivated. When people are intrinsically motivated, they

participate in activities in order to feel competent and optimally challenged however;

when people are extrinsically motivated they participate in an activity for external

rewards (Deci & Ryan, 1985). Furthermore, Mandigo and Holt (2000) suggest that

optimal challenge and perceived competence lead to intrinsic motivation and that people

are motivated through finding and defeating challenge. In order to put this theory into

practice in physical education settings, teachers should support this theory. Activities that

offer students the opportunity to feel competent and driven will not only increase intrinsic

motivation, but will also lead to the creation of authentic learning environments that

students will want to participate in to their fullest capacity.

The Theory ofOptimal Experience focuses upon the importance of one's feelings

when participating in an optimal activity. Csikszentmihalyi (1990) described an optimal

experience to include the following criteria: (a) feelings that one's level of skill is

adequate enough for the challenge; (b) is goal directed; (c) has appropriate rules that

enables feedback on how one is performing; and; (d) creates an intense sense of

concentration. As stated previously, Csikzentmihalyi suggested that when skill/challenge

balance is met, people have an intrinsically rewarding experience. People need to feel

challenged in order to feel enjoyment. If the activity is too difficult, feelings of

anxiousness and failure arise. On the other hand, if the activity is too easy, feeUngs of

boredom can lead to a lack of enjoyment (Csikzentmihalyi, 1990).

The Competence Motivation Theory (Harter, 1978a) suggests that in order for an

individual to demonstrate competence, one must engage in mastery tasks. These types of

tasks must offer different levels of challange in order to match one's own skill level. The
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theory states that as an individual successfully completes mastery tasks, the level of

pleasure one experiences increases as the level of difficulty rises. In other words, the

harder the task to complete, the more pleasure is felt by the participant (Harter, 1978a).

However, if a task becomes too difficult or rather the goal of the task is unattainable,

there is a lack of pleasure and motivation can dwindle. Harter concludes that success in

optimally challenging tasks can lead to an increased interest, which in turn increases an

individual's competence and intrinsic motivation (Mandigo & Holt, 2000).

What can be inferred from these three theories is that when individuals are

optimally challenged they will likely desire to continue with the activity. Therefore, the

individual will participate enthusiastically, gaining an understanding of the game while

increasing their level of skill. , :

Prior Research in Optimal Challenge r
;

Choice and optimally challenging tasks. If children are placed in an appropriate

autonomous environment where they are free to make their own choices and given

optimally challenging tasks, they are more likely to experience intrinsic motivation

(Mandigo & Holt, 2000). Banner and Lonky (1981) illustrate this statement in their study

of 90 children ranging from kindergarten to grade four. The participants were divided into

three groups based upon cognitive skill level and were given the choice of how long to

spend at each of the three stations set up for them. The findings showed that the children

stayed longer at the activity station that matched their skill level and exhibited heightened

interest at that activity station.

The connection between choice and optimal challenge has also been researched

by Rogers and Ponish (1987) in their study of 80 grade one students. The students were
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involved in a target activity using bean bags. Two groups were created, a control group

that was given one line to throw from, and a second group that was given three different

lines to throw from. The control group was not given the freedom to change their

positioning to increase their chance of success and enjoyment, and in turn, some

participants became frustrated and disengaged. On the other hand, the choice group was

given the freedom to alter their positioning to meet their skill level and as optimal

challenge suggests when participants match their skill level to the challenge at hand,

increased pleasure and engagement in the activity resulted (Rogers & Ponish, 1987).

Harter (1978b) also examined the connection between choice and optimal

challenge in her two phase study. The first phase examined the effects of extrinsic

rewards on children's preferences of optimally challenging problems. Forty sixth-grade

students were asked to solve anagrams from 4 levels of difficulty, ranging from 3-6 letters

in length. The students were asked to unscramble the letters and try to create a word out

of the two anagrams from each level of difficulty. In the second phase, each student was

presented with four piles of eight anagrams each, one from each level of difficulty, and

told that they could choose which anagrams they wanted to complete from whatever pile

they wished. The students were told that they would be marked on how well they did. It

was found that the harder anagrams were seen as optimally challenging and when solved

a number of the participants felt a great sense of satisfaction and pleasure.

It was also noted that competence at performing anagrams during phase one was

related to the choice of anagram difficulty in phase two. Lastly, Harter concluded that

extrinsic rewards such as grades decreased the child's tendency to choose optimally

challenging tasks and would appear to create anxiety over the possibility of receiving
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poor grades. When children are given a choice, they will most often chose activities

where they perceive their skills and the challenge of the activity to be balanced (Chalip,

Csikszentmihalyi, Larson & Kleiber, 1984). These researchers also found that when

children had more control over their physical activity environment, they were more likely

to feel that the challenge of the activity balanced with their ability level.

Task difficulty and optimal challenge. Using NichoUs' theory of achievement

motivation, Fry's (2000) study examined the task difficulty aspect of this theory and how

it connected to children's motivational responses. Children's understanding of objective

and normative task difficulty cues and personal preferences for task difficulty levels were

the specifics of this study (Fry, 2000). One hundred and forty four students (8 males and

8 females at each age from 5-13 years) were assessed for their level of understanding of

what task difficulty was as well as their personal preferences for task difficulty. They

were also tested on their comprehension of luck and ability. Each student was shown

three arrays (pictures), two objective arrays stressing task difficulty cues and one array

stressing normative difficulty information. It was concluded that the older the student, the

better the understanding of task difficulty. For example, at age five, only six percent

understood task difficulty at its highest level whereas at age thirteen, ninety-six percent

understood task difficulty to its highest degree (Fry, 2000). Qualitative analysis

suggested that if the children were provided choice overall, 30 percent would prefer to

play an easy game that did not provide an optimal challenge (Fry, 2000).

Meyer, Turner and Spencer (1997) also focused on task difficulty in their study

including challenge in the mathematics classroom. The purpose of this study was to

examine students' attitudes towards risk taking or challenge seeking related to their
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perceived goal orientations, self-efficacy and strategy used in math class. Fourteen fifth

and sixth grade students (7 males and 7 females) were asked to participate in the study.

The students were selected by the teacher based on the amount of risk taking they

perceived to have during math class (i.e. low risk takers or high risk takers). The students

completed two objective surveys based on the math activities they participated in. The

first being the School Failure Tolerance Scale (SFS) (Clifford, 1984) and the second

being based upon the Patterns of Adaptive Learning Survey (PALS) (Midgley & Maehr,

1991). Results concluded that students who prefen*ed high difficulty tasks directly related

to low negative affect. Also, resulted that challenge seekers preferred higher difficulty

tasks in order to feel the need to participate. Further, these students had a lower negative

affect after failing at a task, therefore concluding that they still enjoyed the activity

because of the level of difficulty. Even though this examination of students' challenge

did not directly connect to optimal challenge, the suggestion of skill and task balance

leads one to believe that optimal challenge is relevant in this study (Csikentimalyi, 1990).

Perceived competence. The connection of perceived competence and optimal

challenge was examined by Gibbons and Bushakra (1989) in their study of Special

Olympics participants. Two groups of twenty-four participants between the ages of nine

and thirteen were studied. These participants were either active in the Special Olympics

track and field event of the day or had participated in previous Special Olympic activities.

The results showed that participation in the Special Olympics improved the perceived

competence, as well as the social acceptance of these participants. It also demonstrated

the notion that meeting the demands of an optimal challenging environment could lead to

improved perception of competence.
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Enjoyment. Haworth and Evans' (1995) study examined the relationship of

skill/challenge balance or rather optimal challenge to motivational factors such as interest

and enjoyment. Fifty seven participants (26 males and 31 females) between the ages 16-

19 were studied. For the study, each participant was required to wear a pager and when

paged were to answer questions that used the Experience Sampling method. This method

is used to measure the subjective dimensions that occur during the activities and

experiences of everyday life or rather the situational context of a leisure experience

(Csikszentmihalyi & Larson, 1987). Results concluded that when high challenge and skill

were matched, enjoyment and interest could be associated with the activity. One flaw of

these findings though was that only 50 percent of high skill/ challenge balance activities

were seen as enjoyable therefore stating that the other 50 percent of activities were not

enjoyable.

Quality experiences. Moneta and Csikszentmihalyi (1996) also examined the

skill/challenge balance. The purpose of their study was to test that if one's skill matched

the challenge of an activity the quality of that activity would be enhanced. Two hundred

and eighty (92 males and 116 females) "talented teens" ranging in age from 14-17 were

studied. Using the Experience Sampling method (ESM), students were paged for one

week, eight times a day and asked to fill out a questionnaire. The ESM questionnaire

variables included; (a) concentration; (b) wish; (c) involvement and (d) happiness. The

results concluded there was a positive relation between quality of experience and levels

of challenge and skill of concentration and involvement variables. However this was not

the case for wish and happiness variables. This was because these variables had quality of

experience and levels of challenge and skill as a negative relation. Results also concluded
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that for every variable tested, quality experience was negatively related to the imbalance

of challenge and skill; therefore, providing results based on the importance of offering

activities that are both skill and challenge balanced. •»--:

Turner, Parkes, Cox and Meyer (1995) examined the skill/challenge balance in

their study surrounding literacy activities. The purpose of this study was to test students'

perceptions of their literacy activities as well as report any characteristics of literacy that

could have made it challenging for the students. Eight students (four males and four

females) were examined during this study. Through the use of five instructional teaching

units, the students' measures were based on optimal challenge, affect, cognitive

efficiency, degree of engagement and, intrinsic motivation. After each literary activity

was taught, the students were asked to complete a log during the last ten minutes of class.

They also completed interviews based on the activity they just completed. Results

concluded that when skills and challenge were highly balanced, high levels of affect,

engagement and cognitive efficiency was reported. It was also reported that boredom was

felt to some degree. In this instance though, the student's reported that they would make

an activity that was boring more challenging therefore matching their skill level. It was

also concluded that optimally challenging activities could be described as open-ended; it

supported autonomy and promoted higher-level thinking and task mastery.

With the focus of this study on the testing of optimal challenging activities and its

impact on a student's optimal challenge and motivation, an interesting problem is that

there has been limited research examining how to provide optimal challenging

environments. As Mandigo (2003) concluded, many theories have focused upon the

importance of this relationship but have never fully explored how these conditions could
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impact the psychological and behavioural outcomes of optimal challenge itself. It has

been argued that optimal challenge is easier to identify with intrinsic motivation and

perceived competence than to explain how to facilitate optimal challenging activities.

Limitations in Previous Research ofOptimal Challenge

The major limitation in previous research of optimal challenge is that Httle

documentation exists on how to optimally challenge children in game settings. In order to

facilitate optimally challenging activities, a supportive environment is needed. With this

in mind, the investigation of how to provide an optimally challenging activity

environment can be hypothesized to be a positive step in the physical education settings.

Theoretical Framework: OPTIMAL Model

The OPTIMAL model adopts the interactionist approach, in that situational

factors are considered in conjunction with dispositional factors (Mandigo & Holt, 2002).

These factors act as the facilitator of optimally challenging experiences which in turn

result in higher levels of intrinsic motivation (Mandigo & Holt, 2002). Situational factors

can be defined as aspects of the environment that can be manipulated. Such factors

include teaching styles and types of tasks as well as equipment used. Dispositional factors

can be described as a reflection of an individual's behavioural or trait characteristics.

These factors include goal orientation and cognitive abilities (Mandigo & Holt, 2002).

The following model indicates situational and dispositional strategies that could lead to

an optimally challenging environment (See Figure 2).

The OPTIMAL Model

Opportunitiesfor success. Giving children opportunities to achieve success is the

theme of Harter's Motivation Theory (1978a). Experiencing success at optimally
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challenging activities and recognizing perceived competence in these activities motivates

children to feel intrinsically motivated. Creating an environment that encourages success

is the role of the instructor. Offering activities with self-competitive goals (e.g., How

many times can you keep the ball up in 30 seconds?), as well as activities with goals

based upon individual ability (e.g., shooting a ball at a target within a certain distance

chosen by the student) can increase a student's chance of experiencing success at

optimally challenging tasks.

Perceptions ofchoice. Key elements for both self determination and intrinsic

motivation can be directly related to Deci and Ryan (1985) and their desire to give

children a perception of choice. Providing children choice in an activity helps create

autonomy, competence, and feelings of optimal challenge (skill/challenge balance). The

instructor has a vital role in this strategy. The instructor can create activities which leave

children with the sense of choice. For example, providing children with an opportunity to

choose their own equipment provides the perception of choice while still being in control

of the game environment. Getting children to create their own games also gives children

a perception of choice. The teacher provides background knowledge of game categories,

amount of players, as well as game focus (i.e., sending away, creating space) so that the

children can create their own games (Curtner-Smith, 1996). As a result children can feel a

sense of ownership over the choices of equipment as well as game structure, while as the

same time still meeting curriculum expectations.

Task mastery. How children perceive success is based upon their motivational

orientation. Ego and task orientated goals can lead to different goal outcomes. For

example, ego oriented children thrive by looking good in front of others and usually
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choose the easier tasks (Sarrazin & Famose, 1999). Task oriented children thrive on an

intrinsic desire to improve, therefore motivating them to choose optimally challenging

activities. The instructor's role for these two different types of students is to support and

promote the task oriented student and gradually encourage the ego-oriented student to

become task oriented. By encouraging task mastery. Tan and Thompson (1999) have

stated that students will be more likely to choose activities that they feel are optimally

challenging.

Inclusion teaching style. The teaching style that an instructor chooses also offers a

situational factor that can make an impact on a student's optimal challenge. Mosston

(1992) provides a continuum of teaching styles. As one moves across the spectrum, the

learner assumes more responsibilities with respect to making decisions in the class.

Mandigo and Holt (2000) have suggested that the inclusive style is best situated to

facilitate optimal challenge. Mosston (1992) defined the inclusive teaching style as

".
. .the same task designed for different degrees of difficulty. . .Learners decide their own

entry point at a task, and decide when to move onto another level" (p. 31). The inclusion

teaching style allows students to work at a level that will keep them optimally challenged.

The role of the instructor in this style is to provide support by encouraging the students to

challenge themselves and try more challenging tasks.

Motivate through intrinsic elements. Deci and Ryan's (1985) Cognitive

Evaluation Theory suggests that the use of rewards to control behaviour will undermine

intrinsic motivation. Mandigo and Holt (2002) have suggested that instructors should not

use rewards or punishments to control behaviour while promoting optimal challenge

activities. Strategies that focus on intrinsic elements of an activity are more encouraging
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towards optimal challenge than activities that are based on extrinsic elements alone.

Assessment should follow in the same direction as activities. Mandigo and Holt (2002)

stated that "... evaluating students based on performance outcomes often discourages

them from being evaluated in conditions that are optimally challenging for them" (p. 26).

Therefore, being assessed on personal improvement or using different forms of self-

evaluation could enhance optimal challenge. In order to do this, instructors are

encouraged to base assessment on the process rather than product.

Abilities awareness. Physical education lessons should focus on the whole child,

therefore being aware that every aspect of the whole child (physical, cognitive and

affective) should be integrated into each lesson is the responsibility of the teacher. Just as

physical skills should not surpass the learner's abilities, cognitive skills should also be

age appropriate. Therefore, instructors should not introduce complex skills or tactics until

their students are cognitively prepared for them (Mandigo & Holt, 2002).

Socialization is an important affective aspect of the child and therefore it is necessary for

the instructor to address different social agents in students' lives. Having students play in

an environment that encourages fair play can help promote the idea of good

'sportspersonship'. With these strategies, as well as positive peer interaction within this

type of environment, the balance between developmental skill level and the challenges

and expectations needed in physical activity can flourish.

Like to do it. Optimal challenge is lost if students do not feel they are playing a

valued activity. Moreover, research has proven that optimal challenge is linked to

enjoyment and therefore must be attained in activities (Mandigo and Couture, 1996).

Thus, with the use of these OPTIMAL strategies creating enjoyment, instructors should
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emphasize liking to do the activity by asking for student participation through the use of

input and discussion of activities (Mandigo & Holt, 2002).

Connections between Optimal Challenge and TGfU

Mandigo and Holt (2000) suggest that within the games component of physical

education, the pedagogical notion of optimal challenge integrating with TGfU makes

sense. The school curriculum has called for physical education classes to include

developmentally appropriate activities which in turn connect directly to optimal

challenge. Weiss and Bressan (1985) support this statement by suggesting that optimally

challenging activities are 'modified' to 'fit' the needs of children; children are not

manipulated to "fit" into activities (p. 36). For example, the use of inclusion teaching

styles as found in the OPTIMAL model not only creates an environment that reaches out

to all levels of learners but also learners become more successful in their activities as well

as develop a better understanding for the game itself (Mandigo & Holt, 2000). As a result

of this theoretical connection, the TGfU curriculum model will be used to investigate the

impact of the context for the pedagogy of the OPTIMAL model on children's optimal

challenge.

OPTIMAL Model and TGfU Pedagogical Connection

As previously stated, optimal challenge is a construct based on three intrinsic

motivation theories. These theories suggest that people who feel optimally challenged

during an activity are more likely to experience enjoyment and high levels of competence

and in turn be intrinsically motivated (Mandigo & Holt, 2002). This affective reasoning

can be directly related to the TGfU curriculum model. Through this learner centered

model, the main tactics and skills of a specific game category are taught through
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representative game play rather than isolated drills (Werner et al, 1996). Within the TGfU

lesson, educators are given the opportunity to use a variety of equipment, modify game

play to match the learners' abihty, and ask reflective questions in order to assess for game

understanding. Using TGfU in a lesson context includes the following; (a) introductory

game (game form and game appreciation); (b) tactical development (tactical awareness

and decision making); (c) skill development (skill execution) and (d) game culmination

(game performance). Therefore, the TGfU curriculum model when merged with

OPTIMAL pedagogical strategies may provide an intrinsically motivating environment

for all students participating. As stated by the creators of the OPTIMAL model, the

strategies "are an attempt to combine theoretical perspectives and empirical findings with

pedagogical practices in order to increase the likelihood of children having optimally

challenging experiences" (Mandigo & Holt, 2002, p. 27). It is my intention that with the

use of the TGfU curriculum model, this attempt will be successful as well as provide

further research based on affective experiences.
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Hypotheses

1) A child's level of intrinsic motivation (enjoyment, competence and optimal

challenge) will increase through the application of the pedagogical strategies

used within OPTIMAL model.

2) A child's level of intrinsic motivation (enjoyment, competence and optimal

challenge) will be affected by the type of games category through the

application of the pedagogical strategies used within OPTIMAL model.

3) Individuals who are task oriented will be intrinsically motivated (enjoyment,

competence and optimal challenge) by the application of the pedagogical

strategies used within OPTIMAL lessons and ego oriented individuals will be

intrinsically motivated by the application of the non-OPTIMAL lessons.

4) A child's level of activity will increase through the application of the

pedagogical strategies used within OPTIMAL model.
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Chapters

Methodology

Rationale

The class chosen for this study was not a randomized selection but rather one of

convenience. The female teacher who was asked to be a part of this study was an

academic acquaintance of the primary researcher from Brock University. During this

research, the teacher was in her first year of teaching in a non-permanent teaching

position placed in a grade 5/6 class.

Participants

The grade 5/6 teacher and 31 students from a large Southern Ontario public

school board were invited to participate. A total of 22 students, 17 males and 5 females,

provided informed written consent from themselves and their parents to participate in this

study. This gender split is reflective of the participating class because the actual class was

overall male dominant. The students ranged from ten to twelve years of age (M = 10.9,

SD = .61). This small town suburban class included ninety-five percent Caucasian

students and five percent visible minority students. All participating students were able-

bodied. The study was conducted in the spring from late April till Early June.

Instruments

The purpose of the OPTIMAL model is to provide environments for students that

encourage the development of intrinsic motivation for playing games. The uses of

different quantitative and qualitative instruments were utilized.

Demographic and Dispositional Information. The collection of background

information was initiated prior to the first lesson (see Appendix A). The background

information included grade, age, and gender. The Task Ego Orientation in Sport
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Questionnaire (Duda & Whitehead, 1998) was utiHzed (see Appendix B) as an indication

of the impact of dispositional factors on students' motivation. The instrument contained

13 questions which direct the participants to indicate their level of agreement on topics

including task-orientation and ego-orientation (Duda & Whitehead, 1998). The TEOSQ

tool has been tested in many different sources. Newton and Duda (1993) used a sample of

elite adolescent sport participants and obtained acceptable levels of internal consistency

high scores of .78 and .81 for task and ego orientation respectively. For the purpose of

this study, the term "sport" was substituted by the term "physical education class".

Intrinsic Motivation Inventory. The Intrinsic Motivation Inventory (IMI)

(McAuley, Duncan, & Tammen, 1987) is a multidimensional measurement instrument

intended to assess participants' motivation (see Appendix C). The complete IMI contains

seven subscales including; (a) interest/enjoyment; (b) perceived competence; (c)

effort/importance; (d) pressure/tension; (e) perceived choice (f) value/usefulness and (g)

relatedness. Researchers are able to choose individual subscales to suit their specific

research question. For the purpose of this study, items from the interest/enjoyment and

perceived competence sub-scales that had acceptable internal consistency values reported

with grade seven and eight students were used (Whitehead & Corbin, 1991). The

reasoning behind using the enjoyment sub scale is its inherent connection to the

measurement of intrinsic motivation. The competence subscale has been said to be a

positive predictor of intrinsic motivation and theoretically linked to optimal challenge.

Scores on these sub-scales range from one to seven with a higher score indicating higher

levels of enjoyment and perceived competence during the activity.

Children's Perception ofOptimal Challenge Instrument. The Children's
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Perception of Optimal Challenge Instrument (CPOCI, Mandigo, 2001) contains 3 sub-

scales: skill = challenge, challenge greater than skill, skill greater than challenge (see

Appendix D). It is suggested that the CPOCI is designed specifically for grade 3 level

students and above (Mandigo, 2001), Mandigo and Sheppard's (2003) previous research

used a sample of elementary students (grade 4-6) in an after school class and obtained

acceptable levels of internal consistency greater than .70 for all three subscales. Once the

participants have read each item on the questionnaire, they have the choice of deciding

whether the statement was really true/false or sort of true/false for them.

Systemfor Observing Fitness Instruction Time. The System for Observing Fitness

Instruction Time (SOFTT observation) is "an objective tool for assessing the quality of

physical education instruction" (McKenzie, 2002, p. 2). This tool measures three vital

aspects of the instruction: student activity levels, lesson context, and teacher's behaviour

during class time (see Appendix E). SOFTT allows researchers and teachers alike to

critique the program goals of physical education lessons. For the purpose of this study,

only student activity levels were analyzed. The SOFTT tool has been shown to have

reliable in both laboratory studies and field studies, showing significant correlations to

students with mental disabilities (8) in physical education field studies (ranging from r =

.72 to r = .89). Inter-rater reliability scores typically exceed 90% agreement on all SOFTT

categories (McKenzie, 2002). Measures of reliability were also seen in diverse school

environments with intra-class correlations at 0.97, 0.99 and 0.97 for estimates of Energy

Expenditure Rate, Total Energy Expenditure Rate and proportion of time students were

engaged in Vigorous Physical Activity respectively (McKenzie, 2002).

To ensure reliable observational data, the two SOFTT researchers were trained on
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how to use the observational tool effectively 2 weeks before the study began. With the

use of previous research video footage, both researchers observed and recorded the

activity levels of a participant on the screen. Activity levels were collected for 3 minutes.

Any questions or concerns were collaboratively addressed by the researchers before

observing and recording the participant again. A second collection of activity levels was

taken for 3 minutes. When the training was completed, each researcher independently

recorded eight student's activity levels (1 student each lesson).

Structured Interview. To provide qualitative data for this study, structured

interviews were used. The structured interview was used to gain an understanding of

children's motivational experiences in OPTIMAL and non-OPTIMAL environments. The

structured interview items were based around the study's goals and therefore asked

questions on lesson enjoyment, competence and optimal challenge (See Appendix F).

One pilot interview was conducted with an 11 year old Caucasian female child participant

from the Brock University Children's Movement Program. This was intentionally done to

confirm that the interview questions were developmentally appropriate. No changes were

made to the interview guide.

During the study, structured interviews were conducted immediately following

each lesson. The same two randomly selected students chosen for the SOFTT observation

from each lesson were asked to be in the structured interview. Upon completion of each

lesson, two students (1 student for each interview) were asked their opinion about the

lesson and activities performed. The structured interviews took place in a non-obtrusive

and non-distractive environment in order to have the students' full attention towards the

questions being asked. These environments were the school library, as well as their own
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classroom. The students in the structured interview answered the questions pertaining to

the lesson in which they had just participated. Ten questions were asked and responses

were recorded (using the iTALK IC recorder) in order to understand what the participants

felt about either the OPTIMAL or non-OPTIMAL lesson they had just completed.

Field notes. In order to record ideas, strategies, reflections, and hunches, field

notes were collected. Field notes were also used to track and document any trends or

patterns over time as the lessons progressed (Bogdan & Biklen, 1982). For the purpose of

this study, field notes were primarily used to determine whether or not the OPTIMAL

strategies were being implemented (see Table 1). All field notes were collected using a

manual tape recorder which recorded lessons in progress and observer reflections during

the lessons.

The Lesson Context

For the purpose of this study, a games resource was used to implement the

OPTIMAL strategies in a predictable and consistent manner. The educational resource,

PlaySport, was chosen for its connection to the Teaching Games for Understanding

pedagogical approach. This specific games resource was selected because of the primary

researcher's direct relation to the resource. From the resource's creation to provincial

testing, the primary researcher had a hand in making sure that children enjoyed the games

found within the resource as well as providing assurance that the TGfU pedagogical

approach was present (Sheppard & Mandigo, 2003).

The PlaySport resource is a document containing a group of games across the four

games categories (i.e. target, batting/fielding, net/wall and invasion) designed to help

children develop skills and learn strategies that can be applied to a variety of sports. The
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PlaySport resource was developed in partnership between the Ontario Physical and

Health Education Association (Ophea), the Ontario Canadian Intramural Recreation

Association, and Brock University. By dividing the games into the four games categories,

the PlaySport resource provides the first step of the TGfU approach (game form) to

students ranging from six to twelve years of age. The reasoning behind this resource is

for children to have fun playing PlaySport games in the hope that they will gain a deeper

understanding of games. Competence in the various skills included in the PlaySport

resource can help prepare children to participate in games with greater success and

enjoyment. For the purpose of this study, the PlaySport resource was used to help the

primary researcher create OPTIMAL and non-OPTIMAL lesson plans for the study.

Procedure

Upon gaining ethical approval from the Brock Research Ethics Board (#03-190)

and the District School Board of Niagara, a physical education teacher at a local

elementary school was asked to participate in this study. This specific physical education

teacher was chosen because of her academic background in the field, which included a

degree in Physical Education.

Initially, the primary researcher and instructor met and discussed each lesson

procedure and to decide which class would best suit the requirements of the study. For

reasons of accessibility as well as to match developmentally appropriate games, it was

decided that the grade 5/6 class would be most suitable for the study. Once understanding

between the instructor and researcher was reached, the selected grade 5/6 class was

introduced to the researcher.

Full explanation of the study was shared with the students to ensure understanding
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and clarification. Consent forms were handed out and asked to be taken home. The

explanation lasted 20 minutes and took place two weeks before the lessons began. The

students were told that they would complete two questionnaires after each lesson and that

two participants would be interviewed after each lesson. The students were not told ahead

of time when they would be chosen to be interviewed. This maximized the accuracy of

the data collected and led to natural play by the students. Consent forms were completed

by the children and their parents/guardians indicating whether or not they wanted to

participate in the study. Once the signed consent forms were collected, each participant

was assigned a number to maintain anonymity (see Appendix G).

Each participant was given the demographic and dispositional questionnaires.

Questionnaires were completed in the classroom. The completion of the questionnaires

were completed a week before the first lesson was taught. Every participant completed

the questionnaire independently and took approximately 10 minutes to complete.

Participants were instructed to answer truthfully and to keep in mind that there are no

incorrect answers.

Lesson structure

In order to create an unbiased environment, the physical education teacher was

the lead instructor and in turn, used the OPTIMAL/non-OPTIMAL lesson package

provided to guide her lesson planning and delivery. Games from the PlaySport resource

were used to dictate how each lesson was to be delivered. Each OPTIMAL lesson

included every strategy found in the OPTIMAL model in one or more parts of the lesson.

Furthermore each non-OPTIMAL lesson was steered away from using the strategies

found in the OPTIMAL model. Participation in the physical education class was
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mandatory, however, only those students and their parents/ guardians who provided

written consent participated in the study.

Each of the eight lessons utilized in the study designed to use each of the

OPTIMAL strategies: opportunities for success, perceptions of choice, task mastery,

inclusive teaching style, motivation through intrinsic elements, abilities awareness and

like to do it. The formats of the lessons were standardized by the use of the TGfU

curriculum model as well as the four pedagogical principals which are found within the

TGfU curriculum model. These four principles: tactical complexity (how difficult the

tactic actually is within the game setting), exaggeration (playing a game that emphasizes

the tactics of the formal game), sampling (playing different games from the same game

category, and representation (playing a game that represents the formal game) set up the

guidelines of how to create the TGfU lesson plan (Holt et al., 2002). An example of the

use of level of complexity can be found in each lesson. All games are based on level 1

tactics found in the game, therefore providing a good introduction to the games category.

An example of the use of exaggeration would be found in the game of Knock Down

(target lesson). In this game the level 1 tactic of aim and accuracy is being taught by

getting the students to try and hit down certain targets from a chosen distance away. An

example of the use of sampling can be found in the Batting/Fielding games lesson. In

both the OPTIMAL and non-OPTIMAL lessons, the games played mimicked the formal

games of baseball and cricket therefore providing an opportunity for the students to be

introduced to different types of batting/fielding games. An example of the use of

representation was found in the Net/Wall lesson plans through the use of the hand to

mimic the use of a racquet (See Appendix H).
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The instructor was told what type of lesson she was teaching; OPTIMAL or non-

OPTIMAL. Four lessons spanning each of the games categories (target, net/wall,

batting/fielding, invasion) with the OPTIMAL strategies, as well as four identical lessons

spanning the games categories (target, net/wall, batting/fielding, invasion) with the non-

OPTIMAL strategies were taught by the same instructor to the same students. The lesson

order was randomly selected so that the participants were taught different game

categories rather than following rational sequence (e.g., lesson 1 - non-OPTIMAL

invasion; 2 - OPTIMAL batting/fielding; 3 - OPTIMAL net/wall; 4 - non-OPITMAL

target; 5 - OPTIMAL invasion; 6 - non-OPTIMAL batting/fielding; 7 - non-OPTIMAL

net/wall; 8 - OPTIMAL target). Summaries of the lesson plans are provided in Appendix

H.

Confirmation ofLesson Understanding

Before each lesson, the primary researcher and teacher met in order to clarify any

questions or concerns about that day's lesson. Therefore, the importance of emphasizing

or not emphasizing the OPTIMAL strategies within the TGfU curriculum model was

understood by both the primary researcher and the teacher.

Researcher Roles during Lesson Delivery

During each lesson delivery, the primary researcher took field notes to record the

use of strategies used during the lesson and to cite any reflections while observing the

lesson. As mentioned earlier, all field notes were collected and recorded on a manual tape

recorder.

One undergraduate researcher and one graduate researcher recorded two randomly

selected students' level of activity throughout the lessons using the SOFTT observation
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tool. These SOFTT values were collected through a momentary time sampling and

interval (every 20 seconds) recording system which quantifies students' physical activity

levels (Keating, Kulinna & Silverman, 1999). The primary researcher as well as SOFTT

researchers observed on the outskirts of the teaching and playing area to avoid disrupting

the class.

Researcher Roles after Completion ofthe Lesson

After the completion of each lesson, all of the participants were asked to complete

the CPOCI and IMI questionnaires. The completion of these two questionnaires took 10

minutes. Once complete, the two students who were randomly selected to participate in

the SOFTT observation for that lesson were again asked to participate in the structured

interview. The structured interviews took place in a non-obtrusive and non-distractive

environment in order to have the students' full attention. The school library and

classroom were used to perform the structured interviews depending upon availability.

The students chosen for the structured interview were guided to answer questions directly

related to the lesson in which they had just participated.

End ofStudy: Participant Appreciation

After the eight lessons were completed, the students and instructor were thanked

for all of their time and dedication to the study.

Study Design

The research design was quasi-experimental, and used mixed-methods such as

questionnaires, structured interviews, field notes and an observation tool to test the

variables of interest. The quantitative measurement of the study was based upon the

students' responses to a set of demographic questions and questions from the (TEOSQ),
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(IMI), and (CPOCI). The recording of their activity levels using the (SOFTT observation)

was also a quantitative measurement. Students' responses to a set of questions from the

structured interview as well as field notes made up the qualitative measures.

Data analysis , , ,.

Once the data from the eight lessons was collected, all numerical data was

inputted into the quantitative software, SPSS (Statistical Program for the Social

Sciences). This system manages, analyzes and displays information from any type of data

file in order to provide valuable statistical results (SPSS Inc, 1988). First, a series of

paired t-tests were used to determine whether motivation for the participants would be

significantly different using an OPTIMAL lesson compared to a non-OPTIMAL lesson.

Another series of paired t-tests were conducted to determine whether motivation would

be significantly different using an OPTIMAL lesson compared to a non-OPTIMAL

lesson within the four games categories. To control for Type 1 error, the Bonferoni

adjustment was used to provide a more conservative p value. The Bonferoni adjustment is

calculated by .05 divided by the number of t-tests. This adjustment was corrected by

each set of t- test analysis; (a) OPTIMAL/non-OPTIMAL t-test; (b) OPTIMAL/non-

OPTIMAL by games categories; and (c)OPTIMAL/non-OPITMAL by task or ego

orientation. A p value of .01 was used to control for Type 1 errors. A series of

independent t-tests were conducted to compare the SOFTT values for the OPTIMAL

lessons to the non-OPTIMAL lessons. A p value of .01 was used to control for Type 1

errors. :

.

'
.

Another series of independent t-tests were conducted to determine whether

participants' goal orientation in physical education would impact their situational
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motivation within the two types of lessons. A p value of .002 was used to control for Type

1 errors. . , ,. v ^\
•

Once the responses from the eight lessons were collected, all interview responses

were inputted into the NVIVO qualitative software. This software is a management

system which allows the analyst to organize qualitative date in thematic order. The

analysis of the data compared results by OPTIMAL versus non-OPTIMAL lessons. The

qualitative data collected from the field notes was inputted into a table in order to support

OPTIMAL strategy confirmation. , N

The first two questions of the structured interview were used to prompt discussion

and memory of the lesson the participants had just completed, therefore they were be

analyzed for themes. All interviews were transcribed verbatim. A question analysis

(Huberman & Miles, 1994) was used to group answers from similar questions together,

content analysis of the responses within each question was then conducted to generate

common themes surrounding the responses. The themes were also organized into their

origin (i.e., from interviews about OPTIMAL lessons and interviews from non-

OPTIMAL lessons). The themes were created by the grouping of common words or

common ideas found within the OPTIMAL and non-OPTIMAL interview answers. The

themes were created by the primary investigator. To ensure an unbiased data collection an

analyst triangulation was used. Two persons independently analyzed all the responses

from the question analysis and compared their findings (Patton, 2002).

Assumptions of the OPTIMAL Model and TGfUApproach

Providing one's philosophical assumptions during a study is a necessity behind

implementing and or rationalizing a methodology. As stated by Slife and Williams (1995)
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all assumptions should be based in scientific thought. Therefore, providing scientific

assumptions based around the utilization of the OPTIMAL model is a must.

With the basis of this study surrounding intrinsic motivation, especially feelings

of enjoyment, competence and optimal challenge, it can be assumed that an organismic

way of thinking was the main focus. Organismic motivation theorists such as Deci (1975)

have explained that humans are actively involved in their environment as well as

influenced by their experiences in these environments. Therefore manipulating an

individual's environment could lead to the manipulation of an individual's motivation.

Building upon the organismic way of thinking, humanistic motivation emerged.

As previously stated, humanism stresses the importance of one's dignity, worth, and

capacity for self-realization through reason and other human skills (Hellison, 1973). The

OPTIMAL model is underpinned by three humanistic motivation theories, the Cognitive

Evaluation Theory (Deci & Ryan, 1985), the Theory of Optimal Experience

(Csikszentmihalyi, 1990), and the Competence Motivation Theory (Harter, 1978a). One

assumption that can be made based from three theories is that individuals have the desire

to be optimally challenged. Moreover, as stated by the creators of the model, "humans

have an intrinsic desire to seek out and participate in optimally challenging activities that

foster their self development" (Mandigo & Holt, 2002, p. 22). Thus feelings of intrinsic

motivation such as enjoyment and competence may be felt by individuals participating in

such environments.

Another philosophical assumption must be made with the utilization of the TGfU

approach as the lesson context. Again, this humanistic approach to teaching children

games has created the assumption that the TGfU model is meant to not only create better
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and more knowledgeable game players, but also to motivate learners while participating

in a variety of games (Werner, et al., 1996). Moreover, the TGfU curriculum model

incoqjorates each domain of the whole child and is believed to increase the likelihood of

intrinsic motivation (Holt et al, 2002).

For methodological purposes, it was also assumed that the participants in this

study are generally indicative of other students and classes from the Niagara Region.

Furthermore it was assumed that the Ontario curriculum guidelines document to achieve

developmentally appropriate expectations was used.

Equipment

An iTALK IC recorder (Model No. IRS-1610L) was used to record the structured

interviews between the researcher and the student. For back-up purposes, a portable

generic tape recorder was used to record participant responses and field note

observations. Crayola © Stamper markers were used by the students to fill out

questionnaires.
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Chapter 4

Results

Preliminary Analysis

Mean subscales from the IMI and the CPOCI were calculated separately for the

OPTIMAL and non-OPTIMAL lessons (See Tables 2 & 3). Descriptives for relevant

subscales by games category can be found in Tables 4 to 11. The data was cleaned for

wrongful inputting and screened for missing data. No significant pattern of missing data

was found. Prior to testing the main research questions, the variables used in the study

were tested to ensure that the assumptions of r-tests were fulfilled. The t- test assumptions

include: (a) population data from which the sample data are drawn are normally

distributed; (b) the variances of the populations to be compared are equal and; (c) data is

interval/ratio (Pagano, 2001). As previously stated, the first assumption of normal

distribution was fulfilled in that no variables were highly skewed or kurtotic for the

sample (see Tables 4 toll). Values of skewness should be within the +2 to -2 range when

the data are normally distributed and kurtosis should be within the +3 to -3 range (Glass

& Hopkins, 1996). The analyses contained equal cell sizes; thus, fulfiUing the assumption

for homogeneity of variance. The data was interval/ ratio, therefore the third assumption

was fulfilled.

Internal Consistency ofMotivational Questionnaires

Cronbach alpha coefficients were calculated to provide evidence of the

instruments' psychometric properties with children. As demonstrated in Table 12, the

alpha level exceeded the minimum requirement of .70 (DeViUis, 1991) in 80% of the

analysis. However, in 33% of the lessons below .70, the alpha coefficient was equal to .68
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or .69. The most problematic variables were the skill=challenge and skill > challenge

subscales which only exceeded the minimum value in 63% of the lessons. Based on

previous research by Mandigo and Sheppard (2003) the questionnaire has been tested for

reliability and therefore all items will be utilized for this study to ensure representation of

the optimal challenge construct is maintained.

Field note Observation (Manipulation Check)

Field note observations were documented throughout the lessons. The focus of the

observation was to record ideas, strategies, reflections, and hunches to track any changes

to the study, or rather any patterns emerging as the lessons progressed. Observations were

recorded using a standard tape recording device. During the OPTIMAL lessons, every

time an OPTIMAL strategy was utilized, a recording of what strategy was used was

completed. In the non-OPTIMAL lessons, any strategy that might have been connected to

an OPTIMAL environment was recorded, as well as any reflections related to the lessons.

Except for time restraints, the intervention was conducted overall appropriately.

Modification to some of the games and/or activities was needed because of time restraints

associated with too much content to cover within the lessons. The field notes

demonstrated that during the OPTIMAL lessons, the strategies were still consistently

used.

Comparison ofMotivation between Types ofLesson

The means for all OPTIMAL and non-OPTIMAL lessons were calculated for each

of the motivation variables (i.e., enjoyment, competence, and optimal challenge). A series

of paired t-tests were conducted to determine whether motivation for the participants

would be significantly different using an OPTIMAL lesson compared to a non-
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OPTIMAL lesson. No significant overall differences between the lessons were found (

p

>.05)

Motivation by Games Category

A series of paired t-tests were conducted to detennine whether motivation for the

participants would be significantly different using an OPTIMAL lesson compared to the

same lessons but using non-OPTIMAL strategies. This was completed for each of the

four games categories. Within each games category, the content of the lesson was taught

twice, once using the OPTIMAL pedagogical strategies, and once using non-OPTIMAL

strategies. Motivation was tested again by measuring levels of enjoyment, competence,

and optimal challenge.

Target games. In the target games category, results indicated that no significant

differences were found. Descriptives for the OPTIMAL target lessons are as follows;

enjoyment (M = 6.02, SD =1.27), competence (M = 5.65, SD = 1.28), optimal challenge

(M = 3.13, SD = .47), skill>challenge (M = 2.32, SD = .49), challengoskill (M = 1.57,

SD = .60). The non-OPTIMAL target descriptives are as follows; enjoyment (M = 6.22,

SD =.97), competence (M = 5.36, SD = 1.28), optimal challenge (M = 3.15, SD = .47),

skill>challenge (M = 2.05, SD = .66), challengoskill (M = 1.64, SD = .47).

Batting/ Fielding games. In the batting/ fielding category, results indicated that

participants felt higher levels of "perceived competence" (t (19) = 3.42; p<.01) in the

non-OPTIMAL (M = 5.98, SD = .75) lesson compared to the OPTIMAL lesson (M =

4.98, SD = 1.38). There were no other significant differences found within this games

category.

Net/Wall games. Results indicated no significant differences found within the
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net/wall games category. The OPTIMAL net/wall lesson descriptives are as follows; >

enjoyment (M = 5.42, SD =1.57), competence (M = 5.18, SD = 1.18), optimal challenge

(M = 2.82, SD = .71), skill>challenge (M = 2.38, SD = .69), challengoskill (M = 1.36,

SD = .36). The non-OPTIMAL net/wall lesson descriptives are as follows; enjoyment (M

= 5.97, SD =.14), competence (M = 5.29, SD = 1.54), optimal challenge (M = 3.04, SD =

.34), skill>challenge (M = 2.27, SD = .48), challengoskill (M = 1.63, SD = .60).

Invasion games. In the invasion games category, results indicated that participants

reported significantly higher levels of "enjoyment" (t (16) = 2.74, p < .01) and "perceived

competence" (t (16) = 3.76, p <.01) in OPTIMAL lessons (M = 5.33, SD = 1.59; M =

5.33, SD = 1.42) compared to non-OPTIMAL lessons (M = 3.96, SD = 1.68; M = 4.37,

SD= 1.33) respectively. ^ -

Influence ofMotivational Orientation in Physical Education on Lesson Type

A series of independent t-tests were conducted to determine whether participants'

goal orientation in physical education would impact their situational motivation within

the two types of lessons. Normative data from Duda and Whitehead's (1998) review of

literature was used to code participants as either high (n = 18) or low task (n = 4) oriented

and high (n = 9) or low (n = 13) ego oriented. To use a more conservative p value, the

Bonferoni adjustment was used therefore correcting the p value to <.002. No significant

differences were found for task or ego oriented students (see Tables 13-16).

Comparison ofActivity Levels by Type ofActivity (SOFIT)

During training of the two SOFIT observers before the study, two practice

observations were recorded. This training was to ensure consistency on how the tool was

used by the observers before they recorded independently. To ensure inter-rater reliability
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between the two SOFTT observation researchers, Cohen's kappa was used. This statistical

tool measures the agreement between the evaluations of two raters when both are rating

the same object (SPSS, 2003). A value of 1 indicates perfect agreement. For time 1, the

level of agreement was 0.9; moreover time 2 indicated perfect agreement.

Two independent t-tests were conducted to compare the SOFTT values for the

OPTIMAL lessons to the non-OPTIMAL lessons. The SOFTT values ranged from 1-5; (1-

lying down, 2-sitting, 3-standing, 4-walking, 5-very active). The first t-test mean was

calculated by comparing the overall OPTIMAL lesson averages to the overall non-

OPTIMAL lesson averages. The higher the number, the more active the participants were.

Results indicated that no significant difference [t (14) = .24, p > 0.1] was found between

the OPTIMAL lesson (M = 3.54; SD = .20) compared to the non-OPTIMAL lesson (M =

3.28; SD = .27). The average time spent within each SOFTT category (i.e., lying down,

sitting, standing, walking and very active) was calculated for both the OPTIMAL and

non-OPTIMAL lessons. These percentages of class time were then analyzed by

independent t-tests. Although no significant results were found using the adjusted p-value

of .01, participants in the OPTIMAL lesson spent twice as much class time being Very

Active (23%) compared to the non-OPTIMAL lesson (11%) (see Table 17).

Interview Results

To ensure inter-rater reliability, the transcribed data were cross checked by the

two analysts. Forty-eight meaning units were found by the first analyst and thirty-eight

meaning units were found by the second analyst. Initially, agreement of 84 % or rather

thirty two out of a possible thirty-eight meaning units was found between the two

analysts. The two analysts then compared their findings and discussed their
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inconsistencies for units.

Overall, forty meaning units were discussed and agreed upon between the two

analysts therefore providing nineteen meaning units within the OPTIMAL lessons and

twenty one meaning units within the non-OPTIMAL lessons.

Thirteen themes emerged based on the forty meaning units found within questions

two to nine of the structured interview from both OPTIMAL and non-OPTIMAL lessons.

The themes that emerged surrounded motivational outcomes such as; fun, competence

and skill/ challenge balance, as well as more general outcomes such as easy and

challenge,. A summary of the questions, emerging themes are available in Table 18.

Six themes were found within the OPTIMAL lessons. These themes included: yi/n

competence, skill/challenge balance, easy, challenge, and ego oriented.

The theme of iun emerged 7 times within the OPTIMAL lessons. For example,

one participant described their experience as "I felt that the activity was awesome and

very fiin, um because I love soccer and those kinds of sports". Another example of fun is

'That was fun".

The theme of competence emerged 4 times within the OPTIMAL lessons. For

example, one participant described their experience as "Chuck the chicken, I was really

excited and I was like hurry up go faster there. . .because I wanted to win. And baseball I

was like ok I can do this I can do it and then I hit it and I was like yeah I am the best".

Another example of competence is "I felt I was pretty good at it and it was pretty fun".

The theme of skill/challenge balance emerged twice within the OPTIMAL

lessons. For example, one participant described their experience as "Probably doing the

paddles, well it wasn't too easy because trying to keep the ball is pretty hard, but I've
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done it a few times".

The theme of easy emerged 3 times within the OPTIMAL lessons. For example,

one participant described their experience as "Um probably the first activity where you

just had to pass the ball back and fourth because it's not challenging".

The theme of Challenge emerged once within the OPTIMAL lessons. For example, the

participant described their experience as "Um trying to toss it into the smaller hoop

because it was harder".

The theme of ego oriented emerged twice within the OPTIMAL lessons. For

example, one participant described their experience as "Um when I lost".

Seven themes were found within the non-OPTIMAL lessons. These themes

included: fun, competence, pressured, bored, incompetence, easy, and challenge.

The theme of^n emerged 1 1 times within the non-OPTIMAL lessons. For

example, one participant described their experience as "Having fun, happy". Another

example of fun is "No, oh it was fun".

The theme of competence emerged twice within the non-OPTIMAL lessons. For

example, one participant described their experience as "I thought I was ok at it but I

wasn't excellent at it but I could do it but it still wasn't mega challenge".

The theme of pressured emerged once within the non-OPTIMAL lessons. For

example, the participant described their experience as "a bit pressured in a way but not in

a bad way".

The theme of bored emerged twice within the non-OPTIMAL lessons. For

example, one participant described their experience as "A little bored because I don't like

soccer and I'm not good at it. I'm not good at soccer and I'm not into soccer that much".
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The theme of incompetence emerged twice within the non-OPTIMAL lessons. For

example, one participant described their experience as 'The passing, cause I'm not good

at soccer stuff and I'm not good at passing".

The theme of easy emerged once within the non-OPTIMAL lessons. For example,

the participant described their experience as "Pretty good about it, um well I think it was

easy".

The theme of challenge emerged twice within the non-OPTIMAL lessons. For

example, one participant described their experience as 'Trying to hit the bowhng pins or

the structures".

Throughout the questions that were analyzed, two common themes consistently

emerged in more than one question. These two themes were: (a) competence; and, (b) fun

for both OPTIMAL and non-OPTIMAL lessons. Comparisons between the main themes

revealed subtle differences between the OPTIMAL and non-OPTIMAL lessons. The

theme of competence [indicated in three of the questions] emerged more often in

OPTIMAL lessons (n = 4 responses) compared to non-OPTIMAL lessons (n = 2

responses). The second theme of fun [indicated in three questions] emerged more often in

non-OPTIMAL lessons (n = 11 responses) compared to OPITMAL lessons (n = 7

responses). A third theme of skill/challenge balance [indicated in one question] emerged

only in OPTIMAL lessons (n = 2 responses). Two out of these three themes provide an

affective connection to the OPTIMAL model of feelings of intrinsic motivation.
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Discussion

The purpose of this study was to test the impact of the OPTIMAL strategies on

physical education students' motivation and perceptions of optimal challenge across the

four games categories (i.e. target, batting/fielding, net/wall and invasion). Optimal

challenge refers to an individual's perception that the challenge of the task is equaled or

matched to his or her own skill level (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990). By offering children a

learning environment that utilizes the inclusive teaching style, allows for the perception

of choice, and opportunities for success as well as ownership of their learning,

enjoyment, fun and competence may be present, therefore intrinsic motivation may be

enhanced (Mandigo & Holt, 2002). ^^

It is important to note that the quantitative and qualitative results from this study

provided a rich synopsis of the impact of the OPTIMAL and non-OPTIMAL lessons.

Even though minimal significance was found in this study, this type of mixed-

methodology approach helps to address potential differences as a result of using the

OPTIMAL strategies and opens the door to further investigations that address potential

pedagogical mechanisms behind these differences. •

^ Utilization of the field work observations (see Table 14) suggested that each

strategy was provided in all the OPTIMAL lessons and not provided for the non-

OPTIMAL lessons. Therefore it can be stated that the intention to relate the OPTIMAL

strategies to the TGfU curriculum model was completed.
*

Hypothesis 7.When the students were asked how motivated they felt (enjoyment.
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competence, and skill/challenge balance) while participating in the OPTIMAL lessons in

comparison to the non-OPTIMAL lessons, the quantitative results indicated no overall

significance difference. This provided no support for the first hypothesis, since it was

expected that all the students' motivating factors would increase through the OPTIMAL

lessons.

Even though there was no overall significance, results still demonstrated high

means of enjoyment for both OPTIMAL and non-OPTIMAL lessons across the four

games categories. One explanation for these high means of enjoyment could be the

novelty of the lessons themselves. The qualitative results also indicated that fun was a

consistent theme found in both OPTIMAL and non-OPTIMAL lessons, as well as the sub

theme of novelty was also indicated twice within the non-OPTIMAL lessons in two

different questions. Each OPTIMAL and non-OPTIMAL lesson utilized the games from

the PlaySport resource. Therefore not only were most games new to the teacher but also

new to the students. With the novelty of new games (PlaySport), as well as a new way of

teaching (TGfU), students could have been affected by these reasons alone. Therefore

how it was taught (OPTIMAL versus non-OPTIMAL) would have been unimportant as

far as the students are concerned.

High means of enjoyment could also have resulted because of experiences of

optimal challenge. Qualitative results indicated that feelings of skill/challenge balance or

rather optimal challenge was experienced by some of the students in the OPTIMAL

lessons. This skill/challenge balance can be directly related to feelings of enjoyment. As

stated by Turner et al. (1995), results concluded that when skills and challenge were

highly balanced, high levels of positive affect were reported.
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Qualitative results also indicated that feelings of competence though insignificant

in numbers were also experienced by some of the students in both OPTIMAL and non-

OPTIMAL lessons. These results are consistent to Gibbons and Bushakra's (1989) study

in that meeting participants' needs and providing an optimally challenging environment

could lead to improved perception of competence. A partial connection to Harter's

(1978b) study was also found in that competence, as well as enjoyment was experienced

by the students when they were given choice under non controlling conditions. Even

though Harter's study only focused on one of the OPTIMAL strategies, the importance of

choice in the OPTIMAL model is still a factor in creating feelings of intrinsic motivation

as well as could influence the other OPTIMAL strategies. For example, while utilizing

the inclusive teaching style, students are provided the perception of choice whether it is

the equipment they use or how to play the game. This environment could lead students to

create a game that is optimally challenging for there skill level, as well as provide

opportunities for students to feel success. For example, Mandigo and Sheppard (2003)

reported that when students are given a chance to improve upon their scores (i.e.,

opportunities for success) their level of enjoyment and competence is enhanced.

Hypothesis 2. When intrinsic motivation (enjoyment, competence, and

skill/challenge balance) was compared by similar lessons (OPTIMAL versus non-

OPITMAL) delivered in different ways within each of the four games categories, few

significant results were reported. Again, partial support of the second hypothesis was

found since a child's level of intrinsic motivation was to be affected by the type of games

category through the use of the OPTIMAL model. In support of this hypothesis, the
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invasion games category was the only games category which produced significantly

higher levels of intrinsic motivation during the OPTIMAL lessons. The participants felt a

higher degree of enjoyment, as well as a higher perception of competence in the

OPTIMAL lessons compared to the non-OPTIMAL lessons in this specific games

category. On the other hand, the batting / fielding games category resulted in higher

levels of competence during the non-OPTIMAL lessons.

The implication of these results raises questions and comparisons between the

actual games categories themselves. Butler (1997) suggests that there is a developmental

progression found within the four games categories. Tactics and skills become

increasingly more complex as one progresses from target to batting/fielding to net/wall to

invasion games (Butler, 1997). Mandigo and Sheppard's (2003) study agreed with this

progression in their investigation of the quality of the PlaySport games. They reported

that participants' motivation differed across the four games categories. More specifically,

motivation tended to be higher in batting/fielding and invasion games compared to the

other two categories. Based on the observation results which showed that throughout the

four OPTIMAL lessons, the strategies needed to provide an optimally challenging and

intrinsically motivating environment were apparent. However, one could conclude that

the content (games) needs to be balanced with the pedagogy (OPTIMAL model) in order

to produce an effect. Therefore, within the OPTIMAL invasion lesson, the games content

was appropriately balanced with the OPTIMAL strategies therefore producing a

motivating effect. With this in mind, it seems that in this study the complexity of the

invasion games category was the only games category effective enough to impact student

motivation utilizing an OPTIMAL lesson. Therefore as suggested again by Haworth and
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Evan's (1995), giving children high challenge activities that match the high skill of the

student will increase interest and enjoyment.

Hypothesis 3. Being task or ego oriented indicated that no significant differences

were found in comparison to the type of lesson the students were taught (OPTIMAL

versus non-OPTIMAL). Therefore, the third hypothesis was not supported since

individuals who were highly task oriented were not significantly motivated by the

implementation of the OPTIMAL lesson than the low task oriented individuals.

Moreover, there was no significance found with ego-oriented individuals. These results

may have been influenced by the reaction to the activities used from the different game

categories. As stated by Sarrazin and Famose (1999) task oriented children are most

attracted to tasks when "the child believes that high effort is needed to produce success or

rather when neither success or failure seems certain" (p. 35). The basic tenets of the

Competence Motivation Theory (Harter, 1978a) support this statement in that in order for

a person to feel competent, they need to be provided with an environment that can lead to

task mastery. Moreover, in order for ego-oriented children to do better than others, they

often prefer easier tasks in order to ensure success (Sarrazin & Famose, 1999). Therefore,

it can be concluded that the need to provide games and activities that challenge each

student is important when trying to provide task oriented opportunities.

Hypothesis 4. When examining children's level of activity (SOFTT) in OPTIMAL

and non-OPTIMAL teaching environments, no significant differences were noticed

comparing the two types of lessons. Despite a non-significant difference, students in the

OPTIMAL lessons were vigorously active twice as much compared to students observed

during the non-OPTIMAL lessons. Therefore, partial support of the fourth hypothesis
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was found since a child's level of vigorous activity was increased through the use of the

OPTIMAL strategies. This result could be directly connected to the use of the inclusive

teaching strategy in this model. When instructors provide a task with differing degrees of

difficulty and encourage their students to challenge themselves, students are left with the

freedom to provide their own challenge, as well as ask questions for clarification

(Mosston, 1992). This learner-centered ownership decreases explanation and

demonstration time, two factors which are usually needed for the understanding of games

or activities. Ownership of their own challenge could also increase time on task because

students are more motivated. The results are similar to those reported by Rogers and

Ponish (1987), as well Danner and Lonkey (1981) who found that participants spend

more time being engaged in activities that are designed to be optimally challenging.

Limitations

Several important limitations need to be considered for this study. First, the results

of the study were limited to the number of participants in the study. The study was

conducted with only one split grade 5/6 class participating, and only 22 out of a possible

31 students provided written consent. Combined with multiple comparisons and the

Bonferoni adjustment correction factor, the t value needed to be high in order to produce

a significant result.

Another limitation was the time it took to complete each lesson by the teacher. In

order to maintain reliability, each lesson was completed in 35 minutes, therefore leaving

10 minutes for the completion of the questionnaires. However, with the utilization of the

TGfU pedagogical approach, the lessons were never fully completed. The teacher would

either rush through the lesson to the point where she had almost completed the lesson, or
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rather would cut out a portion of the lesson in order to make sure that her students would

be able to play the culminating activity. Portions of the lesson that were usually cut out

were the tactics and/or skills portion. The teacher would modify the games in some

lessons in order to stay on time, therefore straying from the lesson plans that were

created. Also, teaching time was occasionally wasted waiting for students to behave

appropriately which took time away from completing the task at hand.

The real issue of this limitation raises the question; was the content of each lesson

the same? The study was to compare the utilization of the OPTIMAL strategies versus the

non-utilization of the OPTIMAL strategies found within the same lesson content across

all four games categories. However with these justifiable modifications, and deletions

made by the teacher, this could have resulted in two very different lessons for the same

games category. Not only in implementation of the OPTIMAL strategies, but also in

what content was actually covered within the lesson. Therefore this could be a driving

force behind the lack of significant results found in this study.

\ A limitation that was apparent in this study was the participants' boredom when

filling out questionnaires. It was noticed by the researcher, as well as research assistants

alike that by the third lesson, some participants were not reading the questionnaire

questions, but rather just trying to complete the questionnaires as quickly as possible.

This lack of attention to their answers may have affected some of the results in this study

and may have been why low levels of internal consistency were reported.

Overall, this was the first attempt at an intervention utilizing the OPTIMAL

strategies. Therefore whether or not the OPTIMAL strategies were used to complete

effectiveness could be called to question. However, within the confines of this study, the
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OPTIMAL strategies were found and seemed to attribute to the findings.

Future Directions

Future research designs are needed to examine the OPTIMAL model further in

ecological settings such as the classroom or gymnasium. With this study as the first actual

ecological implementation of the model in a games setting, many directions could be

taken to further this field of research. While utilizing this study as a stepping stone for

further research, this study also provides room for questioning. In this study, a difference

between games categories and motivational experiences was determined; therefore, a

study focused on a single game category and its connection with the OPTIMAL strategies

would be significant. Breaking down the OPTIMAL strategy and providing lesson plans

that surrounded just one of the strategies would also be a beneficial way to evaluate the

OPTIMAL model, therefore providing focused exploration of each strategy.

Another research opportunity could be a longitudinal study which focuses on the

OPTIMAL model and the implementation of the TGfU pedagogical approach. Perhaps a

physical education class could be studied for an entire school year for more consistent

and reliable results. This is particularly true in this study given that the majority of the

activities were novel to the students. A more in-depth exploration of how this approach

might affect student learning and teacher instruction would be valuable. For instance,

while using the OPTIMAL strategies couched within the TGfU pedagogical approach,

research could lead to significant findings related to student intrinsic motivation over a

longer period of time. ^ ..::

Lastly, research based on evaluating lesson content and how to effectively balance

this with the pedagogy (i.e. OPTIMAL model) in order to produce an effective
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motivational environment would be a study of necessity. Through this research, time

management could be focused upon therefore ensuring that lessons would not have to be

rushed.

Conclusion

Optimal challenge "involves the individuals' anticipatory self-appraisals of two

factors; (a) expectations about goal-directed accomplishment and; (b) the perceived

ability to perform the activity" (Dobos, 1996. p. 120). These two factors are still true,

especially with the different types of students that make up a typical physical education

class. This study has only begun to address the question of how educators and researchers

can create an optimally challenging games environment based upon the affective domain.

As researchers, the next step is to make this type of 'hands-on' teaching accessible and a

reality in all physical education classes. It is true that OPTIMAL strategies can be

effectively utilized in the educational setting. With OPTIMAL strategies in place,

physical education teachers would be better prepared to offer lessons that are specifically

designed with the health and welfare of all students in mind. Also, health, academic, and

conmiunity organizations could use the OPTIMAL lesson plans as a springboard for

providing educators with quick and effective activity resources. With essential

partnerships, this attainable strategy/model can create a new way; or rather strengthen the

way we teach physical education. Not only has this study shown "how" to implement the

OPTIMAL model of Mandigo and Holt (2002), but it has also motivated the question

"what now?" It is hoped that this study will guide researchers into new studies with the

same purpose of providing motivating environments in which our children can be

physically active.
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Table 2

Descriptive Statisticsfor OPTIMAL Lessons

\

N Mean SD Skewness Kurtosis

Enjoyment 22 5.52 .95 -.39 -.70

Competence 22 5.22 .91 -.29 -.37

Optimal Challenge 22 2.90 .48 -.72 .96

Skill > Challenge 22 2.43 .52 -.42 -.86

Challenge > Skill 22 1.53 .40 .78 .55
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Table 3

Descriptive Statisticsfor non-OPTIMAL Lessons

N Mean SD Skewness Kurtosis

Enjoyment 22 5.61 .87 -.10 -.73

Competence 22 5.16 .96 .09 -.36

Optimal Challenge 22 3.00 .46 -.19 -.56

Skill > Challenge 22 2.25 .57 -.06 -1.06

Challenge > Skill 22 1.60 .43 .67 .19
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Table 4

Descriptive Statisticsfor OPTIMAL Target Lessons

N Mean SD Skewness Kurtosis

Enjoyment 21 6.02 1.27 1.77 3.03

Competence 21 5.65 1.28 -.98 .69

Optimal Challenge 21 3.13 .47 .653 -.306

Skill > Challenge 21 2.32 .49 -.564 1.32

Challenge > Skill 21 1.57 .60 1.12 A6_
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Table 5

Descriptive Statisticsfor non-OPTIMAL Target Lessons

N Mean SD Skewness Kurtosis

Enjoyment 21 6.22 .97 -1.65 2.40

Competence 21 5.36 1.28 -.79 -.33

Optimal Challenge 21 3.15 .47 -.46 .12

Skill > Challenge 21 2.05 .66 -.19 -1.24

Challenge > Skill 21 1.64 .47 .75 -.12
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Table 6

Descriptive Statisticsfor OPTIMAL Batting and Fielding Lessons

N Mean SD Skewness Kurtosis

Enjoyment 20 5.27 1.82 1.18 .33

Competence 20 4.98 1.38 -.43 -.91

Optimal Challenge 20 2.67 .81 -.77 -.164

Skill > Challenge 20 2.50 .688 -.05 .08

Challenge > Skill 20 1.52 .45 1.0 ^8
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Table 7

Descriptive Statisticsfor non-OPTIMAL Batting/Fielding Lessons

N Mean SD Skewness Kurtosis

Enjoyment 20 5.89 1.10 -.57 -1.26

Competence 20 5.98 .85 -.52 -.29

Optimal Challenge 20 2.97 .58 -.57 .53

Skill > Challenge 20 1.60 .57 .99 .39

Challenge > Skill 20 2.40 .57 -.02 -.93
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Table 8

Descriptive Statisticsfor OPTIMAL Net/Wall Lessons

N Mean SD Skewness Kurtosis

Enjoyment 18 5.42 1.57 -.93 -.16

Competence 18 5.18 1.18 -.86 .12

Optimal Challenge 18 2.82 .71 -.90 .52

Skill > Challenge 18 2.38 .69 -.28 -.72

Challenge > Skill 18 1.36 .36 1.08 .98





Table 9

Descriptive Statisticsfor non-OPTIMAL Net/ Wall Lessons

99

A^ Mean SD Skewness Kurtosis

Enjoyment

Competence

Optimal Challenge

Skill > Challenge

Challenge > Skill

18
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Table 10

Descriptive Statisticsfor OPTIMAL Invasion Lessons

N Mean SD Skewness Kurtosis

Enjoyment 17 5.41 1.51 -.79 -.30

Competence 17 5.23 1.37 -.49 -.90

Optimal Challenge 17 3.01 .51 -.72 1.12

Skill > Challenge 17 2.51 .58 .06 .15

Challenge > Skill 17 1.70 .57 .71 -^^
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Table 11

Descriptive Statisticsfor non-OPTlMAL Invasion Lessons

N Mean SD Skewness Kurtosis

Enjoyment 17 4.07 1.75 .29 -1.03

Competence 17 4.35 1.26 .52 -.47

Optimal Challenge 17 2.68 .83 -1.07 .36

Skill > Challenge 17 2.48 .84 .06 -.81

Challenge > Skill 17 1.49 .43 1.26 1.79
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Table 12

Cronbach Alpha Coefficients Across Lessons
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Table 13

Descriptivesfor High and Low Task Oriented Students in OPTIMAL Lessons

N Mean SD

Enjoyment of OPTIMAL Lessons (High) 18 5.83 .73

Enjoyment of OPTIMAL Lessons (Low) 4 4. 13 .48

Competence of OPTIMAL Lessons (High) 18 5.32 .92

Competence of OPTIMAL Lessons (Low) 4 4.8

1

.85

Optimal Challenge of OPTIMAL Lessons (High) 18 2.95 .41

Optimal Challenge of OPTIMAL Lessons (Low) 4 2.71 .75

Skill > Challenge of OPTIMAL Lessons (High) 18 2.40 .50

Skill > Challenge of OPTIMAL Lessons (Low) 4 2.57 .67

Challenge > Skill of OPTIMAL Lessons (High) 18 1 .57 .42

Challenge > Skill of OPTIMAL Lessons (Low) 4 1 .40 .36
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Table 14

Descriptivesfor High and Low Task Oriented Students in non-OPTIMAL Lessons

N Mean SD

Enjoyment of non-OPTIMAL Lessons (High) 18 5.83 .72

Enjoyment of non-OPTIMAL Lessons (Low) 4 4.63 .86

Competence of non-OPTIMAL Lessons (High) 18 5.26 1 .02

Competence of non-OPTIMAL Lessons (Low) 4 4.68 .57

Optimal Challenge of non-OPTIMAL Lessons (High)

Optimal Challenge of non-OPTIMAL Lessons (Low)

Skill > Challenge of non-OPTIMAL Lessons (High)

Skill > Challenge of non-OPTIMAL Lessons (Low)

Challenge > Skill of non-OPTIMAL Lessons(High)

Challenge > Skill of non-OPTIMAL Lessons (Low)

18
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Table 15

Descriptivesfor High and Low Ego Oriented Students in OPTIMAL Lessons

N Mean SD

Enjoyment of OPTIMAL Lessons (High) 18 5.29 1.13

Enjoyment of OPTIMAL Lessons (Low) 4 5.68 .81

Competence of OPTIMAL Lessons (High) 18 5.63 .91

Competence of OPTIMAL Lessons (Low) 4 4.94 .83

Optimal Challenge of OPTIMAL Lessons (High) 18 2.83 .60

Optimal Challenge of OPTIMAL Lessons (Low) 4 2.95 .39

Skill > Challenge of OPTIMAL Lessons (High) 18 2.65 .44

Skill > Challenge of OPTIMAL Lessons (Low) 4 2.28 .53

Challenge > Skill of OPTIMAL Lessons (High) 18 1 .40 .52

Challenge > Skill of OPTIMAL Lessons (Low) 4 1 .63 .29
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Table 16

Descriptivesfor High and Low Ego Oriented Students in non-OPTIMAL Lessons

N Mean SD

Enjoyment of non-OPTIMAL Lessons (High) 18 5.30 1.00

Enjoyment of non-OPTIMAL Lessons (Low) 4 5.83 .72

Competence of non-OPTIMAL Lessons (High) 18 5.47 1.02

Competence of non-OPTIMAL Lessons (Low) 4 4.94 .90

Optimal Challenge of non-OPTIMAL Lessons (High) 18 2.85 .49

Optimal Challenge of non-OPTIMAL Lessons (Low) 4
3.09 .43

Skill > Challenge of non-OPTIMAL Lessons (High) 18 2.49 .54

Skill > Challenge of non-OPTIMAL Lessons (Low) 4 2.08 .54

Challenge > Skill of non-OPTIMAL Lessons(High) 18 1.51 .56

Challenge > Skill of non-OPTIMAL Lessons (Low) 4 1 .68 .32
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Table 17

Mean Percentage of Class Time Spent Within Each Category ofthe SOFFT Instrument

N Mean SD

OPTIMAL Lying Down 8 .00 .00

Non-OPTIMAL Lying Down 8 .00 .00

OPTIMAL Sitting 8 .02 .04

Non-OPTIMAL Sitting 8 .05 .05

OPTIMAL Standing 8 .47 .08

Non-OPTIMAL Standing 8 .55 .13

OPTIMAL Walking 8 .27 .07

Non-OPTIMAL Walking 8 .28 .10

OPTIMAL Very Active 8 .23 .10

Non-OPTIMAL Very Active 8 .11 .07
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Figure Caption

Figure 1: Teaching Games for Understanding Approach (Werner, Thorpe & Bunker,

1996)
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Step 1: Game

Step 2: Game Appreciation Step 6: Performance

Step 3: Tactical Awareness Step 5: Skill Execution

Step 4:

Making Appropriate

Decisions
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Figure Caption

Figure 2. OPTIMAL Model (Mandigo & Holt, 2002).
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OPTIMAL Strategies

opportunities for success

X erceptions of choice

ask mastery

Inclusion teaching style

Motivate through intrinsic elements

Abilities awareness

/ike to do it

Example

self-competitive goals

allow participants choice during activities;

student created activities; student created

activities, open ended tasks

TARGET principles that emphasize task

mastery over competition

allow students to choose their own entry level

of task difficulty

self-assessment strategies ; less pressure on

evaluative components; avoid using rewards

to control behavior; constructive and

informative feedback

provide for a variety of skill levels in class;

take into consideration the whole child's

developmental capabilities and needs

ask children to indicate the type of activities

they like to do; set realistic goals
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Figure Caption

Figure 3. Theoretical Design
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PHILOSOPHY
Humanism

"Whole Child"

(Affective Domain)

I

THEORY
Cognitive Evaluation Theory

Theory of Optimal

Experience

MEASURES
Enjoyment

Competence

Optimal Challenge

PEDAGOGY
OPTIMAL Strategies

Z
LESSON CONTEXT

TGfU
(PlaySport)
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Appendix A

Background Information





Tell us a little bit about you!

c) What grade are you in?

126

a) Are you a: girl or

boy

b) How old are you? years
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Appendix B

Task and Ego Orientation in Sport Questionnaire
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Please read each of the statements listed below and indicate how
much you personally agree with each statement by circUng an

answer.

I feel most successful in

physical activities when....
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^
Appendix C

Intrinsic Motivation Inventory
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For each of the following statements, please stamp the answer that best

indicates how strongly you agree or disagree with the sentence, using the

following scale as a guide:

About the Class I Just Old ...
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,
Appendix D

Children's Optimal Challenge Instrument
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Only think about the activity you just did.

1. Read the question in the middle box.

2. Decide whether it is True or False for you and then stamp the box.

3. Then stamp the box beside it that is the right answer for you.

4. Try to answer each question as quickly as possible and give the answer that is

right for you.

False
About the Activity I just

did ...

True

Really False

for Me

Sort

False

Me

of

for D It was fun to do
Sor^% of

True ^or Me
Really True

for Me

Remember this is not a test. There are no wrong answers. Put down the right

answer for you!

******************************************************************

False
ABOUT THE ACTIVITy

I JUST DID ...

True

Really False

for Me
Sort of

False for Me n It was in the middle of

easy and hard
D Sort of True

for Me
Really True

for Me

2. Really False

for Me
Sort of

False for Me D I needed more skill to

do the activity
n Sort of True

for Me
Really True^

for Me

Really False

for Me
Sort of

False for Me D It was so easy, it was

boring
D Sort of True

for Me
Really True

for Me

4. Really False

for Me
Sort of

False for Me D It was a good challenge

that I could do
n Sort of True

for Me
Really Truei

for Me I

Really False

for Me
Sort of

False for Me D It was too hard for me

to do
D Sort of True

for Me
Really True

for Me

6. Really False

for Me
Sort of

False for Me D
fe^^;i%iad:ii^^4iaMgfc&ia^

I had more skill than I

needed to do it
D Sort of True

for Me
Really True I

for Me

Really False

for Me
Sort of

False for Me D It was not too easy and

not too hard
D Sort of True

for Me
Really True

for Me

8.
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O

False
ABOUT THE ACTIVITy

I JUST DID ...

True

10

11.

Really False

for Me
Sort of

False for Me D It was challenging, but I

could still do it
D Sort of True

for Me
Really True

for Me

Really False

for Mc
Sort of

False for Me D I wanted to quit because

it was too hard D Sort of True

for Mc
Really True

for Me

Really False

for Me
Sort of

False for Me D
It was simple because I

had done it really good

lots of times before

D Sort of True

for Me
Really True

for Me

13 Really False Sort of

False for Mc D The challenge was

perfect for my skill level
D Sort of True

for Mc
Really True

for Mc

Really False

for Me
Sort of

False for Me n I was not very good at

it
n Sort of True

for Me
Really True

for Me

15
Really False

for Me
Sort of

False for Mc D
My skills were a lot

higher than the

challenge

n Sort of True

for Mc
Really True

for Mc

16.
Really False

for Me
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Appendix E

Systemfor Observing Fitness Instruction Time

I
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Date^

Time start.

Time end

School Grade Teacher Tchr Gen: M F
Observer Rel obs. ^No of Students Location OIB
Lessons Length No of obs. Page 1 2 3 4 of

1 -lying down, 2-sitting, 3-standing, 4-walking, 5-very active

Interval Student Activity

1 ]



]
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41 ]
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Appendix F

Structured interview questions
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Building Rapport

1) Introduction

2) Purpose of the interview

3) Ask permission to:

a. ask questions

b. tape-record the interview

B. Observation

1. Can you describe what you were doing in the lesson we just completed?

C. Situation Specific Questions

1) Can you describe what you were doing in the lesson?

2) Can you describe how you felt during that lesson?

3) What was the most fun?

4) What was the least fun?

5) Was there any part of the lesson that was "just right" for you?

6) Was there any part of the lesson that was most challenging for you? What about

least challenging?

D. Ending

1) Is there anything else you want to say about the lesson?

2) Do you have any questions for me?

Thank-you
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Appendix G

Participant Record Form



i



School: A
Participant Record Form

140

ID#



I
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Appendix H

Lesson Plans
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Thesis Lesson Plans

Games Category: Target^ Batting/ Fielding Net/Wall Q Invasion

Lesson Type: OPTIMAL M Non Optimal Q

Learning Expectation(s):

Grades
Use a piece of equipment to send and receive an object to a partner or

a target (e.g., propel a ball with a scoop, hit a badminton bird with a

racquet, pass a ball using a floor-hockey stick)

Grade 6

throw an object overhand or side arm, using the dominant hand, to a

target or a partner for distance and accuracy;

Introductory Game (Game Appreciation) and Tactical

Making)

Description

Knock Down (PlaySport Target Game)
DPair chooses 4 targets and one beanbag

DOne partner stands approximately 10m away

and sets up 4 pins in a self-selected pattern

D Player with the pins tells his/her partner which

target to hit

DThe thrower rolls the ball towards the target

DCount the number of balls rolled to hit the 4

targets

DSwitch roles when all 4 targets have been hit

Extension

Play by trying to beat your score

Set up 3 distances and score points per distance

(1, 3, 5 points) and now a competition between

players ... 5 tosses per player

Development (Tactical Awareness & Decision

Manipulation of OPTIMAL Strategies

• Students choose targets and object to

throw(Perception of Choice)

• Students choose distance from

target(Perception of Choice)

Students try and beat own score(Task

Mastery)

Students get to choose Une to throw from

and how many points(Opportunities for

Success, Inclusive Teaching Style)

Realistic Goals(Like to do it!)

Skill Development (Skill Execution)

Description

Development of the Underhand Throw

Partners

Make 1 large circle out of large pylons

Make 1 small circle inside the large circle made

of pylons

Level 1: Choose the distance you would Uke to

stand at targets and underhand throw a beanbag

along the ground so that it stops inside the large

Manipulation of OPTIMAL Strategies

Students choose where to

stand(Perceptions of Choice)

Teacher gives constructive and

informative feedback (Motivate through

intrinsic elements)

Choice in what level students start on

(Abilities Awareness) (Like to do it)



J
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circle

Level 2: Stand close to the targets and underhand

throw a beanbag along the ground so that it stops

inside the small circle

Level 3: Stand far away from the targets and

undertiand throw a beanbag along the ground so

that it stops inside the large circle

Level 4: Stand far away from the targets and

underhand throw a beanbag along the ground so

that it stops inside the small circle

Game Culmination (Game Performance)

Description

• Bean Bag Boccee

One team starts off by throwing out the palino (the different coloured beanbag)

•This same team then starts off by throwing one of their beanbags

•The other team then throws one of their beanbags

•The team who has the beanbag the furthest away continues to throw until they have the closest beanbag

•This continues until everyone has thrown their beanbags

•Players may knock either the palino or beanbags with their beanbag throws

•All throws must be underhand throws

•The team with the closest beanbag scores a point for every beanbag they have closest to the palino

•The team who scored in the previous end throws out the pahno in the next end
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Thesis Lesson Plans

Games Category: Target^ Batting/ Fielding Q NetAVall Q Invasion

Lesson Type: OPTIMAL D Non Optimal^

Learning Expectation(s):

Grades

Use a piece of equipment to send and receive an object to a partner or

a target (e.g., propel a ball with a scoop, hit a badminton bird with a

racquet, pass a ball using a floor-hockey stick)

Grade 6

throw an object overhand or side arm, using the dominant hand, to a

target or a partner for distance and accuracy;

Introductory Game (Game Appreciation)Tactical Development (Tactical Awareness & Decision

Making)

Description

Knock Down (PlaySport Target Game)

DPair chooses 4 targets and one beanbag

DOne partner stands approximately 10m away

and sets up 4 pins in a self-selected pattern

D Player with the pins tells his/her partner which

target to hit

DThe thrower rolls the ball towards the target

DCount the number of balls rolled to hit the 4

targets

D Switch roles when all 4 targets have been hit

Manipulation ofOPTIMAL Strategies

Teacher chooses targets and object to

throw

Teacher chooses distance from target

Extension

Play by trying to beat your score

Set up 3 distances and score points per distance

(1, 3, 5 points) and now a competition between

players ... 5 tosses per player

Teachers gets to choose line to throw

from and how many

Skill Development (Skill Execution)

Description

Development of the Underhand Throw

Partners

Make 1 large circle out of laige pylons

Make 1 small circle inside the large circle made

of pylons

Level 1: Choose the distance you would like to

stand at targets and underhand throw a beanbag

along the ground so that it stops inside the large

circle

Level 2: Stand close to the targets and underhand

Manipulation ofOPTIMAL Strategies

• Teacher chooses where to stand
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throw a beanbag along the ground so that it stops

inside the small circle

Level 3: Stand far away from the targets and

underhand throw a beanbag along the ground so

that it stops inside the large circle

Level 4: Stand far away from the targets and

underhand throw a beanbag along the ground so

that it stops inside the small circle

Game Culmination (Game Performance)

Description

• Bean Bag Boccee

One team starts off by throwing out the palino (the different coloured beanbag)

•This same team then starts off by throwing one of their beanbags

•The other team then throws one of their beanbags

•The team who has the beanbag the furthest away continues to throw until they have the closest beanbag

•This continues until everyone has thrown their beanbags

•Players may knock either the palino or beanbags with their beanbag throws

•All throws must be underhand throws

•The team with the closest beanbag scores a point for every beanbag they have closest to the paUno

•The team who scored in the previous end throws out the palino in the next end
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Thesis Lesson Plans

Games Category: Target n Batting/ Fielding El NetAVall Q Invasion

Lesson Type: OPTIMAL^ non-OPTIMALD

Grades f

Learning Expectation(s):

Catch, while moving, objects of various sizes and shapes (e.g., balls, Frisbees) using one or

two hands.

Use a piece of equipment to send and receive an object to a partner or a target (e.g., propel a

ball with a scoop, hit a badminton bird with a racquet, and pass a ball using a floor-hockey

stick)

Grade 6

Throw an object overhand or side arm, using the dominant hand, to a target or a partner for

distance and accuracy;

Introductory Game (Game Form & Game Appreciation):

Description Manipulation of OPTIMAL Strategies

Chuck the Chicken • Students choose object to

Divide players into 2 teams (fielding and batting) throw(Perception of Choice)

Player at the start of the line for the batting team • Students choose area and formation to

has the chicken play in from target(Perception of Choice)

This person throws the chicken anywhere in the • Students try and beat own score(Task

playing space and the entire team yells "Chuck Mastery)

the Chicken" . ReaUstic Goals(Like to do it!)

The Batting team then forms a tight circle and

one player runs around the circle as many times

as possible

The fielding team must pick up the chicken, get

into a Une, and pass the chicken over and under

until it reaches the last person who then "chucks

the chicken" and the roles are reversed

Tactical Development (Tactical Awareness & Decision Making)

Description Manipulation ofOPTIMAL Strategies

Crazy Baseball • Students choose object to

Groups of 4 throw(Perception of Choice)

One batter and 3 fielders • ReaUstic Goals(Like to do it!)

Batter has all 3 objects which he/she then throws

all at once anywhere into the open area

Batter runs to a base and home as many times as

possible until all -3 objects are returned back
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home
Tactical Focus: Batter is attempting to throw the

objects away from the fielders

Skill Development (Skill Execution)

Description

Get a partner and practice striking skills

Level 1: Hit ball off tee with open hand towards

partner

Level 2: Hit ball off tee with wooden paddle

towards partner

Level 3: Hit ball to partner with wooden paddle

from a bounce

Level 4: Hit ball in the air to partner with

wooden paddle

Manipulation of OPTIMAL Strategies

Student's choose what level they want to

start from(Perceptions of Choice)

(Inclusive) (Motivate Intrinsically)

(Abilities Awareness)

Teacher provides constructive and

informative feedback. (Motivate through

intrinsic elements)

Game Culmination (Game Performance)

Description

Tip and Run (group of 4)

• Batter attempts to get to the pylon and back as many times as possible before ball is returned to home base

• Batter is out if ball is caught or if batter is in-between the batter and the pylon when the ball is returned to

home base

• Score I point if get to pylon and home base safely

• Can try to score as many runs as possible for 5 hits
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•
.. Thesis Lesson Plans

Games Category: TargetO Batting/ Fielding^ Net/Wall O InvasionO
Lesson Type: OPTIMALD non-OPTIMAL^

Learning Expectation(s):

Grades

Catch, while moving, objects of various sizes and shapes (e.g., balls, Frisbees) using one or two

hands.

Use a piece of equipment to send and receive an object to a partner or a target (e.g., propel a ball

with a scoop, hit a badminton bird with a racquet, and pass a ball using a floor-hockey stick)

Grade 6

Throw an object overhand or side arm, using the dominant hand, to a target or a partner for

distance and accuracy;

Introductory Game (Game Form & Game Appreciation):

Description Manipulation of OPTIMAL Strategies

Chuck the Chicken • Teacher chooses object to throw

Divide players into 2 teams (fielding and batting) • Teacher chooses area and formation to

Player at the start of the line for the batting team play in from target

has the chicken • Teacher sets amount of runs they must
This person throws the chicken anywhere in the get until game is finished

playing space and the entire team yells "Chuck

the Chicken"

The Batting team then forms a tight circle and

one player runs around the circle as many times

as possible

The fielding team must pick up the chicken, get

into a line, and pass the chicken over and under

until it reaches the last person who then "chucks

the chicken" and the roles are reversed

Tactical Development (Tactical Awareness <fe Decision Making)

Description Manipulation of OPTIMAL Strategies

Crazy Baseball • Teacher chooses object to throw

Groups of 4

One batter and 3 fielders

Batter has all 3 objects which he/she then throws

all at once anywhere into the open area

Batter runs to a base and home as many times as .
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possible until all 3 objects are returned back

home
Tactical Focus: Batter is attempting to throw the

objects away from the fielders

Skill Development (Skill Execution)

Description Manipulation of OPTIMAL Strategies

Get a partner and practice striking skills Teacher chooses when to progress to next level

Level 1: Hit ball off tee with open hand towards

partner

Level 2: Hit ball off tee with wooden paddle

towards partner

Level 3: Hit ball to partner with wooden paddle

from a bounce

Level 4: Hit ball in the air to partner with wooden

paddle

Game Culmination (Game Performance)

Description

Tip and Run (group of 4)

• Batter attempts to get to the pylon and back as many times as possible before ball is returned to home base

• Batter is out if ball is caught or if batter is in-between the batter and the pylon when the ball is returned to

home base

• Score 1 point if get to pylon and home base safely

• Can try to score as many runs as possible for 5 hits
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Thesis Lesson Plans

Games Category: TargetD Batting/ Fielding D NetAVall

Lesson Type: OPTIMAL^ non-OPTIMALD

Invasion Fl

Learning Expectation(s):

Grades
Use a piece of equipment to send and receive an object to a partner or

a target (e.g., propel a ball with a scoop, hit a badminton bird with a

racquet, pass a ball using a floor-hockey stick)

Grade 6

throw an object overhand or side arm, using the dominant hand, to a

target or a partner for distance and accuracy;

Introductory Game (Game Form & Game Appreciation):

Description

Bounce Ball

Players stand facing each other on opposite sides

of a line on the floor

Players start by bouncing the ball on their own

side, so that their partner can catch the ball in the

air, after it has crossed the line

Partner bounces the ball back from where she/he

caught it

Keep track of consecutive catches

Manipulation ofOPTIMAL Strategies

• Students choose where they want to stand

on other side of hne(Perceptions of

Choice)

•

• Students try and beat own score(Task

Mastery)

• Realistic Goals(Like to do it!)

Tactical Development (Tactical Awareness & Decision Making)

Description Manipulation ofOPTIMAL Strategies

Recovery Position Activity

Get Back

•Set up one side of the court using round circle

pylons

•Participant must start from off the court

Participant bounces a ball on his/her side and

tries to touch as many pylons as possible before

his/her partner catches and bounces it back to the

middle of the court

Tactical Focus: To have time to get back into the

recovery position, need to bounce the ball high to

have time

Student chooses how many bounces can

be used between shots(Perceptions of

Choice)(Opportunities for Success)

Extension

Partner bounces the ball to other places on the

court and participant bounces the ball from

where it is caught

Partners count how many times they can bounce
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and catch the ball consecutively.

Skill Development (Skill Execution)

Description

With partner, work on the forehand stroke

Level 1: Hit stationary ball out hand with hand to

partner

Level 2: Bounce ball and hit open hand to partner

Level 3: Bounce ball and hit ball to partner with

a paddle

Level 4: Hit a moving ball projected by partner

Manipulation of OPTIMAL Strategies

Student's choose when to progress to the

next level (Opportunities for

Success)(Motivate through intrinsic

elements) (Abilities Awareness)

(Task Mastery)

Teacher provides constructive and

informative feedback. (Motivate through

intrinsic elements)

Game Culmination (Game Performance)

Description

Nine-nis (PlaySport)

One player begins by bouncing the ball in own square, then hitting with open palm into partner's square

Ball bounces in partner's square, then partner return ball using the hand

Players attempt to get the ball in their partner's court without it being returned
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Thesis Lesson Plans

Games Category: TargetQ Batting/ FieldingQ Net/Wall

Lesson Type: OPTIMALD non-OPTIMAL^

Invasion l~l

Learning Expectation(s):

Grades
Use a piece of equipment to send and receive an object to a partner or

a target (e.g., propel a ball with a scoop, hit a badminton bird with a

racquet, pass a ball using a floor-hockey stick)

Grade 6

throw an object overhand or side arm, using the dominant hand, to a

target or a partner for distance and accuracy;

Introductory Game (Game Form & Game Appreciation):

Manipulation of OPTIMAL Strategies

• Teacher chooses where they want to

stand on other side of Une)

• Teacher tells them what score to beat

Description

Bounce Ball

Players stand facing each other on opposite sides

of a line on the floor

Players start by bouncing the ball on their own
side, so that their partner can catch the ball in the

air, after it has crossed the line

Partner bounces the ball back from where she/he

caught it

Keep track of consecutive catches

Tactical Development (Tactical Awareness & Decision Making)

Description Manipulation of OPTIMAL Strategies

Recovery Position Activity

Get Back

•Set up one side of the court using round circle

pylons

•Participant must start from off the court

Participant bounces a ball on his/her side and

tries to touch as many pylons as possible before

his/her partner catches and bounces it back to the

middle of the court

Tactical Focus: To have time to get back into the

recovery position, need to bounce the ball high to

have time

Teacher chooses how many bounces can

be used between shots

Extension

Partner bounces the ball to other places on the

court and participant bounces the ball from where

it is caught
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Partners count how many times they can bounce

and catch the ball consecutively.

Skill Development (Skill Execution)

Description Manipulation of OPTIMAL Strategies

With partner, work on the forehand stroke Teacher chooses when to progress to the next

Level 1: Hit stationary ball out hand with hand to level

partner

Level 2: Bounce ball and hit open hand to partner

Level 3: Bounce ball and hit ball to partner with a

paddle

Level 4: Hit a moving ball projected by partner

Game Culmination (Game Performance)

Description

Nine-nis (PlaySport)

One player begins by bouncing the ball in own square, then hitting with open palm into partner's square

Ball bounces in partner's square, then partner return ball using the hand

Players attempt to get the ball in their partner's court without it being returned
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Gaines Category: Target l~1

Lesson Type: OPTIMAL g

Learning Expectation(s):

Thesis Lesson Plans

Batting/ FieldingO Net/WallO Invasion

Non Optimal f"!

Grade 5

Hit a ball with various parts of the body (e.g., heading a soccer ball)

Perfonn a combination of locomotion/ travelling movements, incorporating a

variety of speeds, in relationship to objects or others (e.g., square dancing, dodging

or faking to escape or deceive an opponent)

Grade 6

Kick balls of various sizes and shapes for distance and accuracy (e.g., punt a football,

kick a soccer ball);

Introductory Game (Game Form & Game Appreciation):

Description

Small sided game of "Can't Touch This" '

Manipulation ofOPTIMAL Strategies

Students choose how they would like to

send the object away (Perceptions of

Choice)

Students choose equipment and

boundaries (Inclusive)

Students try to beat their own score as a

team on how many passes they can

make.(Task Mastery)

Tactical Development (Tactical Awareness & Decision Making)

Description Manipulation ofOPTIMAL Strategies

(Play "Triangle and One"

Skill Development (Skill Execution)

Description

Short passes

8 players in a grid

Level 1: with partner, practice stationary passes

with the inside of the foot

Level 2: with partner, students practice passing

the ball with other parts of the foot (e.g., instep,

outside, laces, etc..)

Level 3: Pass and move with partner while

walking in the grid

Level 4: Pass and move with partner while

moving fast to a new spot

Students choose how they would like to

send the object away.(Opportuiiities for

Success)

Students choose equipment and

boundaries. (Perceptions of Choice)

Manipulation of OPTIMAL Strategies

• Students choose what level they would

like to play.(Like to do it),(Inclusive

teaching style), (Abilities Awareness)

• Teacher provides constructive and

informative feedback. (Motivate through

intrinsic elements)
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Game Culmination (Game Performance)

Description

4 vs 4 Soccer

add a goal

3 passes = 1 goal

1 goal = 1 goal

(for example, 3 passes + 1 goal = 2 goals)

'^•ii:!^^
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Thesis Lesson Plans

Games Category: Targetn Batting/ FieldingQ Net/WallD Invasion^

Lesson Type: OPTIMAL M Non Optimal D
Tactical Focus: Maintain Possesion (On & Off the Ball)

Skill Focus: Grade 5

Hit a ball with various parts of the body (e.g., heading a soccer ball)

Perform a combination of locomotion/ travelling movements, incorporating a

variety of speeds, in relationship to objects or others (e.g., square dancing, dodging

or faking to escape or deceive an opponent)

Grade 6

Kick balls of various sizes and shapes for distance and accuracy (e.g., punt a football,

kick a soccer ball);

Introductory Game (Game Form & Game Appreciation):

Description Manipulation ofOPTIMAL Strategies

Small sided game of "Can't Touch This" • Teacher chooses how they would like to

send the object away

• Teacher chooses equipment and

boundaries

• Teacher selects how many passes they

will make.

Tactical Development (Tactical Awareness & Decision Making)

Description Manipulation of OPTIMAL Strategies

Play "Triangle and One" • Teacher chooses how they would like to

send the object away.

• Teacher chooses equipment and

boundaries.

Skill Development (Skill Execution)

Description Manipulation of OPTIMAL Strategies

Short passes • Teacher chooses what level they would

8 players in a grid like to play.

Level 1: with partner, practice stationary passes

with the inside of the foot

Level 2: witii partner, students practice passing

the ball with other parts of the foot (e.g., instep,

outside, laces, etc..)

Level 3: Pass and move with partoer while

walking in the grid
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Level 4: Pass and move with partner while

moving fast to a new spot

Game Culmination (Game Performance)

Description

4 vs 4 Soccer

add a goal

3 passes = 1 goal

1 goal = 1 goal

(for example, 3 passes + 1 goal = 2 goals)

I



i
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Appendix I

Brock University Ethical Approval





APPENDIX B
THE DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD OF NIAGARA

RESEARCH AGREEMENT

n accordance with the Municipal Freedom of Infomiation and Protection of Privacy Act and specifically Form 1 , as set out

,1 Ontario Regulation 517, as amended.

This agreement is made between:

Joanna Sheppard

(Researcher)

and

THE DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD OF NIAGARA

The researcher has requested access to the following records containing personal information in the custody or control of

the institution (Descrilje the records):

The researcher understands and promises to abide by the following terms and conditions:

1. The researcher will give access to personal information in a form in which the individual to whom it relates can be

identified only to the following persons (Name the persons.):

Joanna Sheppard

Before disclosing personal information to persons mentioned above, the researcher will enter into an agreement with

those persons to ensure that they will not disclose it to any other person.

The researcher will keep the information in a physically secure location to which access Is given only to the

,

researcher and the persons mentioned above.

The researcher will destroy all individual Identifiers in the information by (Date) June 2005

The researcher will not contact any individual to whom personal information relates, directly or indirectly, without the

prior written authority of the District School Board of Niagara.

The researcher will ensure that no personal information will be used or disclosed in a form in which the individual

to whom it relates can be identified without the written authority of the District School Board of Niagara.

The researcher will notify the District School Board of Niagara in writing immediately upon t)ecoming aware that any
of the conditions set out in this agreement have been breached.

Signed at Allanburg. Ont this 11' day of Fetmjary . 2004

Signature of Researcher ^M^ KL^i^̂Vl<i/

Name of Researcher Joanna Sheppard

Signature of Official: (Janet Killins)

Position of Official: Consultant: Research & Evaluation

Address: 37^* GU«rtc»t^c AviC
(\f^

\ Address: Don Reilly Resource Centre

13227 Lundy's Lane
Allanburg. ON LOS 1A0
ianet. killins@>dsbn.edu.on.ca

(
Telephone: <^05 ~ ^ S^-S"! 1 d Telephone: (905) 227-5551, Ext. 2214
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Appendix J

Niagara District Ethical Approval

'in



J



District School Board of Niagara
191 Carlton Street, St. Catharines, Ontario L2R 7P4

William R. McLean, Director of Education and Secretary

(905) 641 -1 550 Fax: (905) 685-851

1

February 1 1 , 2004

Danna Sheppard

)ear Joanna:

)n Tuesday, Febmary 10, 2004 , the District School Board of Niagara accepted the recommendation to approve your request

D conduct the research project "Implementing and Evaluating the OPTIMAL Model".

he Commrttee made the following stipulations/comments:

) Students that do not have consent forms, cannot be video taped. If you do not have full consent from all students,

study will be hard to complete - 100% participation will be needed. You may need to find a different school.

) You need to state that you are not going to critique or evaluate the teacher.

) Note how and when the data will be destroyed. Put this in the penmission form as well.

) Note on the Information and Consent forms that DSBN has given approval.

Who are the undergraduate and graduate students who will be looking at the data - must have signed confidentiality

agreements.

) Consent fomn on page 27, change date from Fall 2003 - correct the many typos - 10 hours should be 8 hours.

) Appendix F - lends itself to teacher performance/critiquing. How will you ensure that this does not happen?
Identify how you will select the two students for video taping and interviewing.

Parent infomiation language needs to be scaled down. Instructions that were given to students ^ould also be similar

for parents (easy to read). Please rewrite.

OPHEA needs to be defined as many people will not know what this means.

^lease submit an email as to how the above stipulations/comments will be addressed to: Janet.Kiltlns(a)dsbn.edu.on.ca

Please note that the following conditions connected with this approval must be adhered to:

1

.

prior to the commencement of the research process, you will be required to complete andsign the enclosed

'Agreement to Conduct Research in the District SchoolBoard ofNiagara'form and fax it to Diane Eckhardt

at the Don Reilly Resource Centre - 905-227-4731;

2. school participation will be voluntary and approved by the Principal of the school in consultation with staff;

3. the research project must be conducted within the proposed framework as submitted. Should modifications to the

proposal be required/desired, it vAW be necessary to request changes through contact with the undersigned;

4. the approval is granted for the period March to May 2004;

5. upon completion of the research project a final report should be forwarded to the principals of the participating

schools and to the undersigned; and

6. this letter must be presented to the school principal when inviting school participation in the project.

Dn t)ehalf of the District School Board of Niagara, I wish you well in this research project and look forward to reviewing your

nterim and final reports.

jk

End.
Dr. Janet Killins, Consultant:

Research, Assessment & Evaluation
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